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The mellow, messy, leaf-kicking, perfect pause between the 

opposing miseries of summer and winter. 
- Carl Bishop Hipps 



Homecoming 2010 
With a massive help from each and every member of the student council and their sponsors, 

through to every contributing member of the student body, we were all able to enjoy homecoming 
week like never before. On Monday 4th October all the crazy personalities of SHAPE Middle 
and High School were openly displayed as students bounced into school in their most wacky 
and tacky outfits. Tuesday 5th was a slight change in mood as the students battled it out a s 
they raided the school dressed up as opposing personalities - Ninja's vs. Pirates. Another 
change of dress occurred again on Wednesday 6th October as the school showed up with their 
nerdiest glasses placed on their faces, ties done up with their top button fastened, and a sweater 
vest to finish the look, as all the nerds invaded the school. As the week began to come to a 
close all the grades showed their class spirit by dressing up as a character from their grade's 
animated TV show. Finally, to close a fun week, the student body burst through the doors with 
Spartan pride on Friday 7th as they flaunted their green and gold, before finishing up with some 
powderpuff games on the field, a cheerful parade, and some sm'ores around the bonfire. 
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A J \X/eir and Nick West rick Adam Inch and Evan Bell and 

Lucy Martin and Paris Johnson Meghan Quigley Natalie Burke 

Channel 43 was the theme of this year's High School Homecoming 
Dance which was hosted by the Yearbook Staff, taking place on 
Saturday 9th October 2010. The theme was based on both the theme 
of the homecoming week (animated TV shows) and the edition 
number of this year's yearbook-Volume 43. 
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Middle School Homecoming Dance also took place on Saturday 9th 
October 2010 and was held in the Youth Center. The dance was 
hosted by the eighth grade student council who chose the classy 
theme of "Red Carpet." Middle school homecoming commenced at 
8pm and finished at 10pm. 
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Kevin Hauger and 

Siyana Gospodinova 



I wish would have told me 

I wish someone would 
have told me to take my 
first few years of high 
school more seriously so I 
could just coast my senior 
year. 
- Codi Garrow 

I wish someone would 
have warned me 
about the extreamly 
spaztic weather 
conditions. 
- Carol Mills 

I wish someone would have told me that running for 
a class office would have let me wear a sash at 
graduation; that travelling is something you're 
SUPPOSED to do when you're at shape; that 
Greeks are the nicest people around and that there 
are way more international kids then I thought; that 
sports are Xcore and awesomely fun; that everything 
is really far away and you can't drive 'til you're 18. 
D:; and finally that people are as stylish as the 
magazines show. 
- Elizabeth Crowther 

I wish someone would 
have told me to start 
my University 
applications as early as 
possible, rushing for 
the deadline is 
absolutely terrifying 
and stressing beyond 
belief. 
- AJ Weir 

I wish 
someone 
would have 
told me not 
to open the 
Rendez-vous 
bathroom. 
- Tyler St.Cyr 

I wish someone 
would have told 
me to learn a few 
more languages 
before moving 
here. 
- Rachel O'Neill 

I wish someone would 
have told me that the sun 
never shines in Belgium. 
- Maria Perry 

I wish someone would have 
told me not to be scared of 
new things. 
- Oliwia Fryc 

I wish someone would 
have told me that you 
can't please everyone; 
start with yourself, and 
then go from there. 
- Meghan Fleet 

I wish someone would have told 
me how diverse the student body 
is. When I first got here, I thought 
the Spaniards were just a bit too 
involved in Spanish class. Yeah. 
- Noah Smith 

I wish someone would have told me that it rains 
constantly in Belgium, that SHAPE was located 
in the poor part of Belgium, that downtown 
Mons is filled with sketchy Moroccans, that 
SHAPE High School has not had new buildings 
since the 60's, and that my experience here 
would be one of the best times of my life. 
- Zach Price 

I wish someone 
would have told me 
that on SHAPE there 
are mostly short 
people, and that I 
was going to be the 
tallest one. 
- Edite Bauska 

I wish someone 
would have told 
me not to 
procastinatel! 
- Jennifer Dargie 

What do 
you wish 
someone 
would have 
told you 
before 
coming to 
SHAPE, 
reaching 
high school 
or moving 
to Belgium? 

I wish someone 
would have told 
me that the 
school likes to 
randomly remove 
door handles 
from the doors. 
- Jason Moose 

I wish someone 
would have 
warned me about 
taking AP Lit. 
- Damien Ranger 

I wish someone 
would have told me 
that friends you start 
with, doesn't 
necessarily mean 
you will end with 
them. 
- Tori Miltenberger 



No spring nor summer beauty hath such grace as I have seen 
in one autumnal face. 

-John Donne 



" i really love 
teaching art. Not only 
am I able to do what 
I am most passionate 
about in my life - art -
but I get to interact 
with wonderful 
students from all 
over the world, and 
hopefully impact 
them in a positive 
way. Living in Europe 
allows my wife and I 
to travel all over the 
world, and these rich 
experiences impact 
both my teaching 
practice as well as 
my art-makings. I 
really do get a kick 
out of helping 
students become 
mora in touch with 
theirlinner creativity -
that's what keeps me 
going." 

"The sky is 
yours, flying 
tigers!" 
- William Root 
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c£>eaf ineCo n n ect 10 n s 
is one of the greatest things existing for aspiring artists in high school. 
For one week, students from all DoDDS-E schools gather in Oberwesel, 
Germany for the most invigorating artistic experience ever. The art 
classes take place in a hostel on top of a hill, right next to a beautiful old 
castle that the students get to visit, and sometimes, even work in. Creative 
Connections offers courses in both visual and performing arts, with 
classes in mixed media, drawing, oil pastel, water colour, spherical 
thinking, video production, strings ensemble, drama, show choir, and 
poetry in motion. This year, SHAPE'S very own Elizabeth Crowther, 
Katelyn Grabski, Adalet Bitlislioglu, Cecilie Arensbach, Oliwia Fryc, 
Marcelina Narloch, Connor Studer, Paris Johnson, Marcus Anduaga-
Arias, Alexandra Dick, Haylee Patterson, and AJ Weir were accepted 
into Creative Connections. 'Imagine' was this year's theme in mark of 
John Lennon's 30th anniversary of his death. When asked about her 
experience at Creative Connections Oliwia Fryc simply said, "Can you 
imagine having lots of fun, meeting amazing people, gaining unbelievable 0|iwia Fryc working on a 
experience, making huge progress in art and having the best time ever portrait in her Drawing class 
in your whole life, at the same time? That's what CC is all about (for me)." 
Aside from the amazing staff and the wonderful location, what makes 
this camp so much fun is the people. Being surrounded by students who 
share the same love and drive for art as you do is the most inspiring and 
uplifting thing ever. Working and learning from one another is a valuable 
life lesson this camp definitely builds off of. 



The Story Behind The Music with Mr. McLain 

Yearbook: What does music mean to you? 
Mr. McLain: Music is more than just highly organized sounds. It's also a 
language- a medium composers use to share ideas and feelings. If you 

remember a crucial moment in your life, there is very often music associated 
with it. Music defines us. 

Yearbook: What are some goals that you want the students to 
accomplish by the end of the year? 

Mr.McLain: I want them to succeed in our concerts, narurally. But, more 
than that, to develop an appreciation for the vast world of music that exist 

beyond their ipods. There is SO much more out there! 

Yearbook: What gave you the desire to teach music? 
Mr.McLain: I had a very energetic teacher in high school. He tried to talk me 
into Geology, [my second field choice], but his actions kind of forced me into 

music. I have big shoes to fill. 

Yearbook:What does it take to prepare for concerts ? 
Mr.McLain: Practice...Practice., and yet more practice. Study the music until 

you discover the intention of the composer. 

Yearbook: How does having your own music published affect your 
teaching style? 

Mr. McLain: Now, more than ever, I can really appreciate all the little 
( sometimes frustratingly redundant) marking the composer inscribes onto 

the score. The incredible attention to detail and the constant prodding to " do 
all the little things right" so that the whole can be better understood and 

appreciated. 
Several times I have attended concerts of other conductors playing my 
pieces and I wonder:" Where did they get that from?" I didn't write that! 

But on the other hand, a performance by a performer who took the time to 
discover the meaning behind the notes- ahh, that is one of the most 

satisfying experiences you can possibly imagine. 

Yearbook: do you have a message for your students and future 
sudents? 

Mr. McLain: Listen to everything - devour music - not just intercept the 
notes as they float by. Listen to all styles of music: new and old, classical 

and pop, folk music from everywhere, The latest isn't necessarily the best -
nor the oldest. Each has its voice - its messgage. 

Some things are universal and timeless- others much less so. 
it's fine to have your likes and dislikes - we all do - but know WHY you like 
or dislike something. And appreciate the music this is not on your "Top 10" 

list. 



"Being in band is 
awesome. You get to play 
music with all your friends 
and have fun on the 
concerts. The best 
moments are when we all 
mess up." - Beatriz 
Martinez-Esparza Ordonez 

" Singing is a way for me 
to feel good, relax and 
have fun." - Anastasia 
Chatzidima 

I 

"Music is a get away, it's 
something that distracts 
the mind for a moment. I 
know I am very much in 
need of a distraction from 
the everyday routine." -
Serina Somaratna 

"Music is everything because 
it allows me to express 
emotions that can't be written 
on paper." - Paris Johnson 



Being an actor or 
actress comes with a 
price. Showing your 
talents to the audince 
on holidays. Giving a 
grandiose show to the 
public is the job of the 
actor. Sad or happy, 
romantic or serious, it 
doesn't matter. A good 
performance is always 
enjoyed. 

Speech and Drama aren't usual classes. You don't have to 
know equations. You don't have to memorize Newton's Three 
Laws of Motion. You don't have to dissect dead things, but 
you must memorize lines, know the jargon, use your 
imagination, and act before crowds. This class has language 
arts, literature, history, music, art and lots of drama. 
Creativity is an additional skill for Drama. You have to know 
the lines, how to act on stage 
and how to sell yourself to 
the audience. Entertain 
them and make them 
believe that the character 
you are playing is real. This 
year's Drama Classes have 
been busy with duets, a 
Haunted House, three 
full length plays and plans 
in the works for three more 
Spring plays along with a 
Medieval Banquet. 



Not just plays . .. 
Haunted House 
This year, on Hallow's Eve, the 

students of Shape American 
Middle School and High 

School showed us the true 
meaning of thriller. The souls 
unfortunate enough to enter 
Rosewood Hotel would meet 

the famous detective who 
accompanied the civilians 

through the hotel where the 
dreaded murderer Benny the 
Knife had killed his victims. 

Each room in the hotel 
unfolded the bone chilling tale 
of the people whose lives were 

ended by Benny. 
In this hotel, you will: 
Dance with the dead. 

Talk to the dead. 
Get scared by the dead. 
Become . . .the dead 

Eating without a fork! Dipping those greasy dripping fingers in a finger 
bowl and then wiping your fingers all over your clothes. Sounds like we 
are back in the Middle Ages. The high school drama class joined by 
members of Mr. McLain's chorus presented an EVENING WITH THE 
TUDORS. This was a fantastic night of jugglers, storytellers, strolling 
players, games and high jinks. Heads or Tails--the winner got an apple. 
And what about those limericks. 



Valiant Visaya and 
Kimmy Quan at 

SHAPE'S annual 
"Tops and Blue" 

event, which 
AFJROTC takes 

part in as a way for 
cadets to gain 
service hours. 

Isaac Somaratna 
at Henri Chapelle 

where SHAPE'S 
cadets went to 

lay a wreath and 
honor the fallen 

soldiers from the 
war. 

Nick Westrick and 
Adam Pratschler at 
'Commanders Call' 

where all 
AFJROTC cadets 
come together to 
enjoy lunch and 
receive awards 

and promotions. 

SMSgt. Ewing and 
Joseph Broughton 

discussing some 
last minute 

preparations 
before drill 

competition at 
Lakenheath HS. 

A.F.J.R.O.T.C. is a program 
for high school students 
which was designed to 
develop good citizenship and 
patriotism in its cadets. 
SHAPE'S corps is highly 
dedicated to achieving this 
goal in a such a way that 
cadets have fun while 
learning and building them

selves to be better leaders. Students were 
able to take part in the preparation and 
participation in various events throughout the 
school year. These events ranged from the 
Dining Out and monthly Commanders Call's, 
to weekly "Espirit de Corps" evenings as well 
as providing support to SHAPE international 
events. AFJROTC has had another amazing 
and successful year. 



The unit took several 
different curricular and field 

trips together as a way to 
boost the spirit of the corps 

and as a learning tool for 
the Aerospace Science 
sector that is taught in 

class throughout the year. 

Drill team, an important 
factor of SHAPE'S unit, 

brings students together 
and strengthens the cadet's 

friendships while also 
allowing the cadet to learn 
to keep his or her military 

bearing at all times. 

The SHAPE BE-931st 
AFJROTC corps took 
part in a wide variety of 
voluntary events and 
activities as a way of 
helping the community and 
achieving the unit goals. 

SHAPE annually holds a 
9/11 ceremony with a guest 
speaker and color guard by 
the flag pole near the High 
School in remembrance of 
those fallen on that fateful 
day. 



Vice 
'resident] 

resident 

Middle 
School 

Rep. 
International! Treasurer. 

"Student council 
members are like the 
backstage workers of 

a Broadway show. 
No one knows what 

we all do, but we are 
just happy to see 

how great the show 
turns out in the end." 

Rachel O'Neill 

Student Government is an organization 
that plans and arranges all school events 
f rom homecoming and other spirit weeks 
to academic and informational 
assemblies. 
This year's student government also 
introduced some fun events and activities | 
such as T.G.I.F. in which all students in 
SHAPE American Middle/High School 
had either a fun event or freehie to look 9 
forward to during their lunch time As 1 
well as incorporating many other fun i 
factors, they worked their hardest to I 
make this school year as enjoyable for I 
the student body as possible. 



to 
Student to student (S2S) is not only a program 
where you meet tHe new students but also where 
you meet new friends. Ms. Becker is the sponsor 
of S2S and she is the one you should talk to if 
you want to join Student to Student. You would 
be assigned a new student, usually with the same 
gender; the only exception is when you have the 
same nationality. You would show the new 
student around school during your classes. A.t 
lunch you would show everything else to him or 
her. 

Adela Wawrzynia & 
Eirn O'Connell 

"Yesterday brought the 
beginning, tomorrow brings 
the end, and somewhere in 
the middle we became the 
best of friends." 
~ Author Unknown 

Question: What do you 
think about the S2S 

program? 

"As the S2S program 
we want transition to 
be different not 
difficult." 
~ Maureen Becker 
( S2S Sponcer) 

Hanbin Lee & Zack 
Simmons 

Jackson Sanders & 
Jharmir Stewart 





om goaU by putting 
othew> before ooidehiefi 

In your opinion 
"Me" and "I" should be 
the least Important 
words In ones 
vocabulary when on a 
team." 

Andrea Dargie, 12 

"Reaching happiness and 
enjoyment by helping 
others so that they too can 
achieve their goals is what 
service means to me." 

Helene Seegert, 10 

R. ichel Green <Sr 
I n in,i BrougHton 
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"Helping others is very 
important to me. 
Knowing that I helped 
someone makes me 
relieved to know that 
someone is happier in 
life." 

Melyssa Gomez, 11 

"Helping out our 
community and others to 
improve our school 
community is very 
important to me." 

Maddie Ingram, 9 

§ 
i 
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Olofnlde DruHen 

Magpie Ingram 



aau/j<be /J o ~oJhe c yfflind 
. . . shaping our mind 

Mrs. Pennell-Wilcox, sponsor 
Maria Danysz 
Kelly Brackett 
Matthew Wilcox 
Michael Wilcox 
Daniel Rowe 
Gergo Pasztor 
Jacob Twyman 

Are you ready for it? 
Oddysey of the Mind 

consists of a series of 
•^^challenging events 

Hkthat puts your brain 

n 2 t0 work and tests 

your skills 

What is so challenging 
about Oddyssey of the 
Mind competition? 

"That you only got a 
certain amount of time 
to do everything." 
--Maria Danysz 



fMho!o cM/a/> 
. . . striving for the perfect shot 

You learn to see by practice. It's just like 
playing tennis, you get better the more you 
play. The more you look around at things, the 
more you see. The more you photograph, the 
more you realize what can be photographed 
and what can't be photographed. You just 
have to keep doing it. 

"Photo Club is a fantastic mix between 
free creativity and learning." 
Cecilie Arensbach 

, /Maih cM>oani•> 
. . . reaching for excellence 

The SHAPE MathCounts team participated in the Chapter Competition and came in First 
Place in the Isles District. Team captain Conrad Inch was the highest individual scorer for 
the district. 

IWhat is so intriguing 
about solving 
complicated equations? 

Team 
members: 
Conrad Inch, 
Caner Yilmaz, 
Alex Thiebes, 
Matthew 
Wilcox 

" / like solving difficult 
equations because I find it 
so rewarding to know that I 
can do something I'm good 
at so well." 
--Conrad Inch 

To secure 
America's global 
competitiveness, 
MATHCOUNTS 
inspires 
excellence, 
confidence and 
curiosity in U.S. 
middle school 
students through 
fun and 
challenging math 
programs. 



Why should more people join 
Homework Club? 

- Because its a quiet place where 
people can get their work done and 

have fun. 
Why do you enjoy Homework Club? 

-/ love being able to help people get 
their work done and as a team. 

I Questions with Mr. Ochinang 

What is Chess Club about? 
-Chess club is about promoting the interest 

of chess in a school. 
Why did you decide to sponsor Chess 

Club? 
-1 love chess, I play chess on a regular 
basis. I believe that chess exercises the 

mind and so it has a direct correlation with 
academic achievement. 

Homework Club 



Winter is an etching, spring a watercolor, summer an oil painting and autumn a mosaic of 
them all" 

-Stanley Horowitz 



s e n i o r  
s h o u t o u t  

Nick is from 
Aylmer, ON. 
He has been 

playing 
football for 5 

years, 2 of 
which were at 

SHAPE. 

Trent is from 
Long Island, 
NY and has 
played 
football for 4 
years; 3 
which were 
with SHAPE. 

Nick Antal (44) Trent Castro (1) 

Chris is from 
Columbia, 
SC. His first 
year playing 
football was 
this year with 
SHAPE. 

Jason Moose (32) 

Ryan is from 
Tulsa, OK. He 
has played 
football for 2 
years, both of 
which were 
with SHAPE 
Spartans. 

Chris Riedy (95) 

Tyler St. Cyr (51) Ryan Valentine (26) 

From Misawa, 
Japan, Cory 

has played 
football for 3 
years, all of 
which were 

with SHAPE. 

°g| i-mm 

Cory Wheelis (60) 

p l a y e r s  
r e a c h i n g  f o r  t h e  b a l l  

Football season 2010 commenced on Saturday 
11 th September with a scrimmage against AFNORTH. 
They faced high times and low times, played their best, 
and came out at the end of the season in October as 
a team stronger than ever. 
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c a p t a i n s  
r e a c h i n g  f o r  s u c c e s s  

r e a c h i n g  
t h e  s e a s o n  o v e r v i e w  

The 2010 football team was made up of; David Brakett, Ryan 
Valentine, Trent Castro, Cory Wheelis, Nick Antal, Tyler St. Cy r, Valentino 
Rodriguez, Jason Moose, Claston Smith, Matt Langel, Jake Conkright, 
Chris Riedy, Colin Helfenstein, Julian Phillips, Ed Britt, Cody Moose, Alizi 
Douglas, Josh Oxford, Inigo Ortiz-Mainar, Laust Thomsen, Adam 
Pratschler, Thomas Granger, Tony Garcia, Nick Westrick, Jordan 
Chappel, Wade Beckwith, Lee Kristensen, Ryan Howard, Matt Hanson, 
Isaiah Stirling, Zack Lange; and managers Charlie White and Javote 
Parham. 

Nick Antal #44 - Senior 
"Enjoyed the international people 
who wanted to learn. Hated the 
losing." 
Nick played as the linebacker 
and fullback during this year's 
season. 

Trent Castro #1 - Senior 
"I love to run, catch the ball, and 
score a touch down." 
Trent was the wide receiver/ 
defensive back for the Spartan's 
football team. 

Ryan Howard #6 - Junior 
"Football is the greatest rush I get 
from any sport, I love how physical 
it is." 
Ryan played as the tight end/ 
outside linebacker/long snapper in 
football for the past 3 years, only 
one of which was at SHAPE. 

Tyler St. Cyr #51 - Senior 
"Football gives me an excuse to 
eat more =]" 
Tyler was the center for the 
SHAPE Spartans football team 
during this past season. 

Nick Westirck #9 - Junior 
Nick was the quarterback for the 
Shape Spartans. Though he 
also played free safety and 
outside linebacker. 

Cory Wheelis # 60- Senior 
"Dear Bitburg, stop EA TING; and 
to the SHAPE team, 1-5 wasn't 
bad. I love you guys and will miss 
football!" 
Cory was the starting tackle, 
hopeful running back, and 3rd 
string quarterback for SHAPE. 



MI'KAS, 

Janice 
Hayden 

1 C 'earn, 
'oarh 

Nina Mac Edite 
Guy McWhorter Bauska 

//earn //earn '/roach 
t-&oach c/?oach r/h'V/'Jaril 
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Kiara Jatavia 
Mouring Parham 

1 C'earn 1 C'earn 
. /Manager . /Manager 

Susan 
Oltmer 

1 C 'earn 
'-/roach 

Top row from left to right: Kiara Mourning, Jennifer Dargie, Elizabeth Burden, Oliwia ,Maren 
Reich,Eileen Kristensen, Coach Jenesse. Down row from left to right: Nikki Rueb, Jamie Gamboa 
Birana Stanely. Gabby Suarez, Cathy Mendenhall 

I 



How would you describe your team 
in one word? 

Top row from left to right: Coach Suzan,Ashley Seiler.Jatavia Parham, Teresa Muldoon, Liene 
Bauska, Liz Crowther. Paris Johnson, Edite Bauska, Coach Mac. Down row from left to right: 
Carley Gorelick, Rachel O'Neill, Allyson Kulmayer, Zivile Jucyte, Kearstin Wainwright. 



Back Row: Katelin Quanbeck, Alexandra d'Argent, Aieksandra 
Kolodkina , Elisa Ruiz, Leyre Banos Altaze, Molly Kisner, Ashley 
Srikoon, Serina Somaratha, Ellen Campany, MiKayla Walker 
Front Row: Nikolay Gospoinova, Thomas Muldoon. Brian Yip, 
Evan Bell, Aaron Yip, Travis Phelan, Devon McKay 

Tennis is a sport where no throwing is needed. Where you 
don't need to figure out a strategy before you start playing. 
Where you just think, "Hit the ball, Hit the ball, Run, Left, 
Right, Ball". Where there is no talking, just a moving of 
heads following the ball across the court and the running 
of your feet trying to get to the ball. It's the real deal. There 
is only one rule in this game--don't give up. 

I have always 
considered tennis 
as a combat in an 
arena between two 
gladiators who 

have their racquets 
and their courage 
as their weapons 
—Yannick Noah 



Senior Spotlight 

"My favorite part about 
tennis was the people I 
met at games and the fun 
of the game." 

"My favorite part of 
tennis is that I got to 
learn to play tennis 
with some great 
people. " 

"My favorite part of 
tennis was getting to 
bond with the team and 
grow as a group. This 
season was a lot of 
fun." 

"There are so many fun 
things about tennis. It's 
a fun sport and playing 
with the people on the 
team is fun." 

What was your favorite part 
about tennis? 

"My favorite part of tennis 
were all the trips we went 
on and the bond that 
formed between us all. 
This season was so 
incredibly great and I had 
so much fun." 



" I ts  
running 

but 
with a 
ton of 
fun!" 

-Karl 
Kristensen 

iuw3111013 nilfctf 
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Cross-Country, The 
sport that keeps you on 
your toes. The idea is that 
if you just keep running 
maybe all your fears will 
be left behind. The feeling 
you get when you finally 
cross the finish line is like 
nothing else in the world. 
You're sad when it's over 
and you find that cross
country was the thing you 
were waiting for all 
summer long. There's 
always next year. 





Team members: 
Cullen Broughton 
Trevor Latimer 
Lasse Lund 
Zachary Price 
James Workman 
David Rombaut 
Alex Nguyen 
Samuel Mans 
Severin Gulowsem 
Connor O'Brien 
Ole Landswerk 

Sponsor: 
K. Kirby 

Captain: 
Z. Price 

Co-Captain: 
C. Broughton 

" After competively 
Ltting balls for 7 years, 
can honestly say g°^ 
; the greatest sport in 

existence." 

Zachary Price 
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"Tumbling, stunting, 
dancing, and cheering is 
really difficult to do let 
alone keeping a smile 

on your face 24/7 but it 
is definitely worth 

every moment of it." 

AJ Weir 
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Varsity 
Squad: 

Shannon Peterson 
AJ Weir 
Emarie Wampler 
Caroline Rombaut 
Chloe Murphy 
Laura Gabriel 
Clotilde Druhen 
Eliska Reimann 
Janie Haseman 

JV 
Squad: 

Kianna Medina 
Kayleen Turner 
Lailani Somaratna 
Lani Manera 
Dorka Balla 
Cindy Cartagena 



"I have the opportunity 
to be part of swimming 
history. To take the 
sport to a new level 
would be an honor for 
me. There's no better 
time to try this than 
now." -Michael Phelps 

Team Captains: 

1st Row: Coach Heather Shepherd,Gianmarco Avolio,Marco 
Barbazza,Heidi Horthsheild.Vittorio Avolio,David Koch,Coach Fabio 
Leoni.Helene Seegert.Pietro Col,Jens Peter Primdahl.Alessandro-
Conserva. 2nd Row:Kerri-Ann Allen,Jessica van der Laan.Josefine 
Seegert,Elena Pizzolante.Kaitlin Larsen.Kristoffer Seegert.Kai 
Wienerroither.Mara Grabski,Giulia Cicino.Sari Seibert,Gwen Davis,Vienna 
Morrison,Coach Henning Seegert. 3rd Row:Cindy Cartagena,Dorka 
Balla.Moritz Heim.Dario Pizzolante,Lars-Christian Primdahl.Brennan 
Seibert,Thomas Lennon.Akos Bene,Mate Bene.Luca Leoni.Massimo 

Messina,Pedro Tourne.Andrea Buananno. 4th Row: Coach Kristin 
Larsen.Claudio Messina,Paolo Col,Aurora Cuppone,Katie Shepherd,Gregor 
Heim,Benjamin Balla,Ester Bartos.Lily Bartos.Marilena Massimo,Coach 
Genchi Claudia. 

"I can't control what 
everyone else swims 
but if all goes well I 
know there are no 
limits." -Leisel Jones 

Helene Seegert 

SHAPE Seals 
Beyond this pool the Shape Seals bring the house 
down with multiple wins in different regions of 
Europe during the past months. Each and every 
member of this team is shaped with hard work and 
dedication. The passion for the sport runs through 
their veins and their bodies strengthen with every 
drop of cold water that reaches their skin. They 
don't fear the water; the water fears them. 

"Swimming, makes 
me feel free.When I 
swim, nothing else 
counts. It's just me 
and the water." 
-Elena Pizzolante 
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Where nations collide 
r) f nete naitono collide 

"The Multi-cultural 
Festival, formerly 
known as The ESL 
Festival, showcases 
the multi-lingual and 
multi-cultural heritage 
of our diverse student 
body" 

-Peggy Dellert 



r̂ r\a pecome one 
r p̂ lna beco/rie one 

Celebrating the Diversity of 34 nations 
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The Hague International 
Model United Nations 

The events that SHAPE took part in t is 
year were a debate at Lakenheath, 
England; a home debate at SHAPE, an 
the world-famous debate - THIMUN, 
Netherlands. 

aidom ations 
Model United Nations (M.U.N.) is a wonderful 

program for students in grades 10 through 12 in 
which teenagers can come together and open their 

horizons to world issues that are prominent in our 
changing world today. 

M.U.N, is not only about sitting in a classroom week 
on end debating with the same students about the 
same topics but, in fact, all participants are able to 

get involved in debates with other students from 
around the world and experience other nation's stand 

point on current world issues. 

VlbtrUwb 



The Hauge International Model United Nations 

Isabella Espinoza 

Walking to the conference building at 9 AM every morning, 
picking up that day's edition of MUNITY, sitting down in a 
room with students from all five continents, spending the 
day debating, and looking forward to the evenings out at 
the beach, downtown, or visiting some of the areas most 
famous sights - just a quick example of a day which 
sparks incredible memories from SHAPE'S experience at 
THIMUN 2011. The theme this year was crime and 
punishment, and as the week went on, SHAPE'S finest 
debaters looked deeper into the topic and expanded their 
knowledge from an international stand point. 

d e b a t e  
r e a c h i n g  p e a c e  

"I LOVE M.U.N. 
It is a great 

experience to learn 
about, and interact 

with, other 
nationalities." 

"MUN is more than a 
class. It's a wealth of 
opportunities. To 
meet people from all J 

headquarters in Den 
Haag, to learn about 
and gain insight into 
other cultures and ^ — 

governments, to David Brackett 
learn public speaking skills-- did I 
mention you get to take a week long trip 
to The Hague? MUN is great and it 
opens up a lot of doors especially if you 
do it for more than one year because 
then you can apply for positions within 
the conference such as the Advisory 
Panel, Ambassadors, and Chairs. 
I y MUN" 



Glee Club 

" / lo ve to sing and this club 
lets me do that with a 

bunch of people who Hike it 
too." 

-Andrea Dargie 

" Music is my life and the 
highlight of my day. 1 try to 
get as much of it that 1 can 

before summer and this 
club helps a lot." 

-Josef Custer 

" Music is my life and the 
highlight of my day. 1 try to 
get as much of it that 1 can 

before summer and this 
club helps a lot." 

-Josef Custer m0w$ 
" The club didn't start off 

well, but after a while, we 
really started doing things 

and it turned into a lot of 
fun." 

-Conner Studer 

" Feelings that you are a 
part of something special 
like this club is extremely 

important." 
-Oliwia Fryc iftag iftag 

" / real ly enjoy having a Glee 
Club because not only does It let 

me express my love for singing 
but it helps me get over the 

nerves of performing. It helps 
that I have other people 

surrounding me who feel the 
same." 

~Paris Johnson 
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1st Row: Marcus 
Grassme, Travis PHelan, 

Jannis Busch, Ryan 
Howard , Galin Maare, 

Nicholas \X/est rick, 
IsaiaH Sterling, Argios 

Kollcaku, Charlie 
White 

2nd Row: Antonio 
Garcia, James 

Workman, Fabio 
Petrocchi, Konstantinos 
Panidis, Valiant Visaya 



"Basketball is a game that 

gives you every chance to 
be great and puts every 

pressure on you to prove 

that you haven't got what 

it takes. It never takes 

away the chance, and it 
never eases up on the 

pressure." - Coach Bob 
Sundvold 



Gina Rhett, Kearstin Wainwright, Jamie Gamboa, Gabriela Suarez, 
Karla Nazrio, Elisa Ortega, Ellen Campany, Serina Somaratna, Lizette 
Meaier, Stefania Tsoplaktsoglou, Baliey Bradin, Nicole Karnine, 
Margarita Tsoplaktsoglou, Meghan Fleet, Teresa Muldoon, Elizabeth 
Burden, Ashley Seiler, Paris Johnson, Kiara Mourning, 

crowd watching 
enjoying the game. 



Middle Sr-hnr-tl 

Matthew Stoffer, 
Tyson Tran, John 
Gumbleton, Joshua 
Gumbleton, 
Jonathan Larsen, 
Taylor Mendenhall 

Karl Kristensen, 
Cody Moose, 
Jason Moose, 
Isaac Somaratna, 
Edward Britt, 
Jason Moose, 
Matt Lengyel 

Taking down life's challenges 

Sponsors Assistant Coaches Captain: 

Susan Oltmer& Anthony Wilkes & Matt Lengyel 
James Hood David Groce 



We've got spirit! How 'bout you? 

Coach: 

Kymberly 
Wampler 

Varsity/Oomp. JV Captain: 

Clotilde 
David Brackett Druhen 

Manager: 

Margarita 
Athanasopoulou 

Competition 
Squad: 

David Brackett, Emarie 
Wampler,Daniel Engel, 

Cory Wheelis, Laura 
Gabriel, Chloe Murphy, 
Janie Haseman .Dorka 

Balla, Eliska 
Reimannova, Cindy 

Cartagena 

Kiana Medina, Emily Miller, 
Lailani Somartna, Cindy 

Cartagena, Clotilde 
Druhen, Katie Belarmino, 

Jayza Davis, Eliska 
Reimannova 

"Varsity 
Squad: 

David Brackett,Emarie Wampler, Laura Gabriel, Cory Wheelis, Daniel 
Engel, Chloe Murphy, Janie Haseman, Dorka Balla 

"I cheer because secretly I 
idolize Bring It On, and 

singlets and sweat aren't my 
cup of tea" 

Senior: Cory 
Wheelis 



"I concentrate 
on preparing to 
swim my race 
and let the 
other swimmers 
think about me, 
not me about 
them" 
-Amanda Beard 

Show-off that body. 
Enjoy a good swim. 
Accomplish your goals. 
Leave it all in the water. 
Swim until your hearts stops. 

Show your skills. 
Hear the cheers. 
Admire dedication 
Prepare to win. 
Earn your medals. 

2 
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SPRING 
Student Life 

Spring is nature's way of saying: Let's party! - Robin Williams 
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SPRING 
Clubs & Organizations 

Spring makes its own statement, so loud and clear tkat tHe gardener seems to be only one of tlae 
instruments, not tHe composer. —Geoffrey B. OHarleswortH 



Sydney Ellis 
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Ms.Humphre\ 
Every year I think that I will not teach yearbook 
again, but every year I remember the creativity 
of the students and how hard they worked-
mostly! Yearbook is one class that teaches 30 
skills and I love seeing the book develop year 
after year. 

Martin Szilaavi 
Being in Yearbook class feels like being in 
an editorial office. Everyone has a special 
role, we have due dates and pictures I must 
take. Everyone takes his/her job seriously 
so we could produce the best yearbook 
SHAPE HS had so far. 

This class is 2 words: Amazing and Painful. 
Amazing, because I get to work with some 
of the best people in the school everyday. 
Painful, because you must make the 
deadlines and when it is close to that time 
for a deadline everything is just crazy. But I 
don't hesitate to say that it is when you can 
really become close with some people. Truly 
it is an eye opening experience- well, it was 
for me anyway. Yearbook is one of the 
things that I know will stick with me forever. 

Gary Pasztor 

Dominic Barrow 
ntire school. Thi 

mazing, triendly.and nice. It wc 
xperience and I hope I have a 
;nce in the future even though 

rite part was the 

Luciie Martin 
Being part of the yearbook staff has been an 
experience that I will never forgot. This past 
year has been a mixed bag of emotions: from 
the smiles and laughs you get from working 
along side some wonderful people, to the 
stress we've experienced from deadline. 
Thank you all for being such incredible staff - I 
love you all! (: 

Tierra Blackmon 
Yearbook allows me to do one of my favorite 
things, which is photography. It also gives 
me a chance to improve my people skills 
and photo skills. I have fun with my mini 
yearbook friends. 

Emarie Wamnler 
Yearbook is not only one of my most fun 
classes but it can also be my hardest. 
Deadlines can be rushed and stressful. I love 
to lake pictures and format pages though. 
THIS QUOTE ENDED WITH A BIG BANG! 

AJ Weir 
Being on the yearbook staff has been an 
interesting chance for me to learn howaboc 
is created, along with design and principals 
text manipulation. I'm not going to lie and sav 
yearbook has been easy, we have had to 
work to the very last second in order to meet 
crazy deadlines, but the work we've put in is 
all worth it in the end. 

Yearbook was one big dream for me I knew 
it would be hard, serious, but also much fun. I 
was ready for all this pressure and team work, 
but at times I really feared what would happen 
when I did something wrong. But the people 
in Yearbook are like a little family. I met new 
people and made friends from ali over the 
place. They are all awesome people :] This 
is one thing I will never forget! dAwAb 
2010-2011 Yearbook Class ROCKS' 

Elena Martinez-Esparza 
Yearbook has been a different subject. I love 
doing all that is related to editing, fixing, 
creating, designing etc, and is exactly what 
do here! Everybody from the staff works as 
team and we all share and learn from each 
other. This experience completely will folio; 
me in the future! I really hope people like Ihe 
final result, honestly saying. It was a pleasur; 
to do it:) 

Carolina Suarez 
I like Yearbook because it's like journalism 
and art class mixed together, two things 
that I really love. And, on top ot that it is so 
much fun to hang out and work wilh my 
friends. Yearbook is so great! 

Marie Gaidosova 
...and I thought I could work for the 
newspaper one day. Everyday in here I am 
realizing that I CAN'T. Being in Yearbook 
class and going through all this was a 
wonderful experience and I wish I could 
continue next year(and try not to miss 
deadlines :)) because no matter what, you 
gotta love it..!!! :) 

Alexandra d'Arqent 
Yearbook is about three things, deadline, 
creativity and food, mostly food....Yearbook 
is a great place for just about everything. 
I'm so glad that this is my second year in 
yearbook, i have so much fun and love it so 
very much! 

Andrew Green 
I really enjoyed putting my photography skills 
to work. One of the reasons I enjoy yearbook 
is that I know that my pictures will be seen by 
everybody. I love having this experience wit 
people I like. 

ea book 
Stag <4 Z0I0/X0II 
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"These are amazing students. They 
researched and discussed some of the most 
pressing issues of 2011 - from Supreme 
Court decisions on free speech to the multi
national resolutions throughout the Middle 
East. This class has given these students a 
remarkable perspective on the world today." 
- Mr. John Taylor 

"Many people don't understand the 
importance of structured debate and 
negotiations, but I can personally assure you 
it is of the utmost importance to peace and 
stability in a globalized society." 
- Zachary Price 



Boy's Soccer EE2 

Extended Edition: Girls Socc®r EE4 
Baseball EE6 
Softball EE8 
Track & Field EE10 
Mr. SHAPE EE12 
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"Like Blasio said, 
captain is not a 
title, it is a job." 

Manuel Vela 

Top row left to right: Coach Marco Fumagalli, Trent Castro, Greg Ryan, Alvaro Sanchez, Adam Inch, Fred Reese, Jordan 
Chappie, Manuel Vela, Guillermo Garcia, Nuno Costa, Coach Harris, Coach Ibarra Bottom row left to right: Giorgios Magkos, 
Josiah Crabtree, Romain Moutier, Matt Lengyel, Jannis Busch, Charles Degand, Kristian Harsanji, Gigi Ibarra, Eliseo Perez. 

Top row left to right: Coach Marco Fumagalli, Laust Thomsen, Inigo Ortiz, Alessandro se Sanctis, Calin Maare, Guillermo 
Blanco, Miguel Peco, Damien Ranger, Chris Riedy, Coach Ibarra. Bottom row left to right: Stavros Stavrinos, Garrett Watson, 

Marek Gernat, Nikolaos Mamolis, Konstantinos Grousouzakos, Enea Lilo, Adrian Johnson. 

Mr.Harris 



"Lifestyle" 
Trent Castro 

"It is what makes 
me want to 

improve 
everyday" 

• Guillermo 
Garcia 

"Running non
stop" 

- Damien Ranger 

U'-Ut * uvur iU# 

"Something 
important" 

Guillermo Blanco 



Upper row left to right: Coach Bell, Ellen Campany, Katelyn Grabski, Madalena Carmona, Jennifer 
Dargie, Melyssa Gomez, Monika Augustyniak, Erica Larsen, Teresa Muldoon, Andrea Dargie, Manager 
Paris Johnson, Coach Whitehurst. Middle row left to right: Manager Elena Martinez-Esparza, Allyson 
Kulmayer, Micaela Crabtree, Fatima Manso, Carmen Pardo de Santayana, Kiara Mourning, Miriam 
Sivertsen, Veronia Sivertsen, Serina Somaratna, Natalie Burke, Rachel O'Neill Bottom row left to right. 
Teresa Paulino, Marta Albadalejo, Laura Lodeiro, Christina Athanasopoulou, Codi Garrow, Karallyn 
Caraballo, Gabriela Suarez, Hanna Prestrige. Lying Down: Margarita Athanasopoulou and Megan 
Fleet. 

Left side: Coach Whitehurst 
Right side: Coach Kate Bell 

Left side:Elena Martinez-Esparza 
Right Side: Paris Johnson 

-Managers-



f T r t ^ '  iiijun Lady Spartans 

"We are all really 
close, united. It 
feels like a real 

family." 
Ellen Campany 

12 th grade 

"We are a bunch 
of happy girls 

playing a happy 
sport. I simply 

love them." 
Andrea Dargie 

12 th grade 

"Besides 
having fun, 
being honest, 
soccer is my 
diet!" 
Selena 
Supraman 

"To me, soccer i 
the game I play 
that makes me 
happy, though it 
can be tough, 
nothing will stop 
my love of this 
sport!" 
Melyssa Gomez 

" Soccer to me can 
be a stress reliever 
I guess. When I 
have a lot on my 
mind I just go run, 
kick the ball 
around and forget 
all my problems" 
Codi Garrow 

"Soccer is 
something I 
love, with 
people I 
love" 
Liz Burden 



e n p t t u S s r a s  
r e a c h i n g  f o r  t h e  w i n  

Joe Broughton - #10 
[Pitcher & 3rd Base] 
"It's a passion, not an obsession." 

Ben Engel - #7 
[2nd Base] 
"That's baseball, and it's my 
game." 

James Workman - #8 
[Catcher] 
"The other sports are just sports, 
Baseball is a love." 

Nick Westrick - #17 
[Pitcher & Shortstop] 
"Baseball's my life." 



Joe is from Stafford, 
Virginia. He has been 
playing baseball with 
SHAPE since 2009 

and has assumed the 
positions of pitcher 

and third base. 
- Joe Broughton #10 

Ben has been playing 
baseball since a 

young age. He has 
been on SHAPE'S 

baseball team for 3 
years, playing second 

base. 
- Ben Engel #7 

The SHAPE High School 2011 baseball team was made 
up of Andrew Green, Joe Broughton, Jake Conkright, 

Nick Westrick, Sam Mans, Lasse Lund, Timothy 
Beckwith, Travis Phelan, Vincent, Ben Engel, Collin 
Helfenstein, James Workman, William Forsyth, Chris 

Belarmino, Chris Kulmayer, and Thomas Muldoon, and 
the managers were Valentino Rodriguez and Connor 



' 

Cathy Mendenhall -
#12, and Shannon 
Peterson - # 7, were 
the co-captains of 
SHAPE'S Softball team. 
Cathy was one of the 
team's pitchers and 
played shortstop. 
Shannon played first 
and second base. The 
two captains have 
played Softball with 
SHAPE in previous years - Cathy has played for 3 years, 
and Shannon for 2. "Shanathy! You sweird titches." 



Becca is from 
Brownsville, Texas. 
This is her first year 
playing Softball, and 
she plays right field 

for the SHAPE 
Spartans. 

- Becca Fralick #21 

Lucy is from 
Cornwall, U.K. She 

started playing 
Softball this year and 
plays in the outfield -
mainly centerfield -
for the Spartans. 

- Lucy Martin #18 

Sarah has lived her 
life in SHAPE, 
Belgium. She 
started playing 

Softball this year for 
the spartans and 

plays leftfield. 
- Sarah Cox #14 

The SHAPE High School 2011 Softball team was made up of 
Sarah Cox, Maren Reich, Clarissa McLaren, Shannon 

Peterson, Nicole Karnine, Meghan Quigley, Cathy 
Mendenhall, Lucy Martin, Rebeca Fralick, Eileen Kristensen, 
Eliska Reimannova, Nicole Rueb, Kimberly Quan, Madisen 

Popyk, Emma Broughton, Julia Mendenhall, Elisa Ortega, and 
Clotilde Druhen. 



T ̂ <WiFMleld 

1st Row: Coach Engel,Allen Dunlap,Matthew Hanson,Duane Kristensen.Liz Crowther,Matthew Horn,Cameron 
Borders,Matt Horn, Ryan Howard,Karl Kristensen.Baily Brandin,Curtis Engel,Edward Almeria.Doug Foster,Alizi 
Dougles,Brandon Borders,Ian Pratschler.Zachary Prince,Coronado Wheelis,Coach Mason. 
2dn Row: Lailani Somaratna.Gabriella Espinoza.Katherine Hauger,Jessica Tranter,Jason Moose,Rachel 
Green,Jasmine Leverett-Benton,Megan Biggs.Daniel Engel,Ashley Srikoon.Aj Weir,Justin White,Emily 
Miller,Mishal Cotugno,Brandon Borders,Alexander Srikoon,William Britt,Sarah O'Niell.Josh Paugh.Evan 
Bell,Aaron Campany,Jasper Andrews,Coach Mayo. 
3rd Row: Ashae Mason,Katelin Quanbeck.Erin Reich,Zachary Brinsfield,Kevin Hauger,Keneally Phelan,Emily 
Mewbore,Vienna Morrison,Amari Wilson,Taylor Berry,Carlos Stewart,Joseph Burke,Tyson Tran,Taylor 
Mendenhall.Xavier Fluellen.Adela Wawrzyniak.Fleur Andrews,Coach Oltner. 
4th Row: Jharmir Stewart,McKinlee Terrell,Karoline Soerensen.Kaleigh Hunt,Scout Spitzer,Natalie 
Wadas.Jaqueline Workman,Andrew Ingram,Nina Popyk,Hunter Peterson,Morton Payne,Serena 
Aquino,Nathan Turnage,Madison Thrall,Aaron Goldfein.Morgen Vanhoekeloum,Sydney Ellis,Patrick 
Mills,Coach Vargas. 



"I tell our runn^&|M| 
divide the raceWV 
thirds. Run the first 
partWith your head, 

whe riddle part with 
your personality, and 

\ the last part with your 
heat t .y^JK 

'v- Mike Fanelli 



Mr.SHAPE: Tyler St.Cyr 

Sponsor: Elena Martinez-Esparza 



Students 
and 
Teachers 

/, 
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Top Row: John Taylor, Carine Ashurst, Barbara Humphrey, Stewart Foster, Julie Gomez, Bill 
Root, Tom Mosesso Next Row: Curtis Harris, Noli Ewing, Lisa Mays, Kregg Kappenman, Christine 
Cole Next Row: Doug McLain, Gale Cannon, Maureen Mosesso, Kathleen Kerrigan, Chris Harper 
Next Row: Deb Pennell-Wilcox, Jay Bodine, Kristin Larsen, Michelle Whetzel, Hai Lamb, Kyla 
Jones Bottom Row: Ginger Bates-Sanders, David Tran, Rhonda Spruiell, Megan Stewart, Ruthie 
Cox, Maureen Becker, Shawn Whitehurst 

Faculty: 





Maureen Becker Carine Ashurst Brad Blanke Tony Blasio 

Jay Bodine Kimberly Campany Gale Cannon Christine Cole Marie Cowez Ruthie Cox 

Nadine Davis Peggy Dellert John DuBose Leslie England Noli Ewing Stewart Foster 

Kara Ginter Julie Gomez Chris Harper Curtis Harris Lisa Harris 

Tony Harris Keith Himmer Patricia Hilsop Donna Holt James Hood Barbara Humphrey 



Hai Lamb John Larimore Kristen Larsen Dustalyn Lupson Rick Matthews Lisa Mays 

Mary McGinn Keith McKenzie John McLain Todd Mitchell Maureen Mosesso Tom Mosesso 

Jeanmarie Muldoon Mike Novak Nimfa Ochinang Sam Ochinang James O'Donnell Susan Oltmer 

Deb Pennell-Wilcox Bill Root Rhonda Spruiell Cindy Steuve Megan Stewart John Taylor 

Vicki Jo Townsend Michelle Whetzel Shawn Whitehurst 

The dream begins with a 
teacher who believes in you, 
who tugs arid pushes and 
leads you to the next plateau, 
sometimes poking you with a 
sharp stick called "truth" 
—Dan Rather 

Suzanne Wickum 

Barbara Troxell 
School Liasion Officer 

David Tran Michael Vargas 

Joanne Yamamoto Kymberly Wampler 
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Top Row: Ulviyya Mammadova.Cidelle Alexander,Marr DelaCruz.Jonathan Larsen.Shaquille Henry,Sebastian 
Sroka,Julia Marcinkowska.Weronika Serek.Elyzaveta Ursabua,William Henry,James Salz.Benedykt 
Koscinaki,Maria Danyaz.5th RowrJoseph Wells,Daniel Rowe,Tyson Tran,Christine Schroeder.Mateusz 
Piwonski.Kent Landsverk,Paula Labunskaite,Chase DuBose,Elena Pizzolante.Giorgia Lai.lllan 
Holdway.Anghelina Ene.Yulia Zaytseva.Enisa Hoxha.Enkel Prifti.4th Row:Madeleine Belarmino.Kaitlin 
Owens,Serena Aquino,Jacqueline Workman,Dillon Hevener,Natalie Wadas,Blair Brandin,Athena Potkovic.Ayana 
Riley,Tony Dimmock.Grazia Caculli.Thorben Muxfeldt.Kyra Dunlap,Brandon Benesh.Elif Celik. 3rd Row: Marina 
Garcia De Inza,Matthew Whitehurst.Mads Thomsen.Bennet Weyhrauch,Tobias Muxfeldt,Taylor 
Mendenhall,Nicholas LaDue,Taylor Berry,Carlos Steward,Delilah Abraham,Mia Harsanji.Jaden Acklin.Katerina 
Zlatnlkova.Karol Tuazer,Hunter Day,Savanna Mattke.Guilia Cicino.Ragnhild Hegland.2nd Row: Maria 
Pintos.Zachary Simmons,Isaac Camacho.Daniella Langworthy,Autumn Leake,Tiana Medina,Josefine 
Seegert.Despoina Liapi.Argyro Charokopou,Nicholas Goszkowicz,Marina Angoura.Nina Popyk,Raven 
Rager,Nicholas Hauger,Daniel O'Connor,Nicholas Quigley,Robert Hadley,Brandon Watts,Mirta Belas.lst 
Row:Blake Westrick.Jean Druhren,Scout Spitzer.Zoe Ellis,Christopher Hanson,Jhamier Steward,Zachary 
Nevard,Oscar Cartagena,Joseph Burke,Christian Donelson.Din Sadikovic,Santiago Angulo.lgnacio Estevez 
Conrado.Luis Del Rio Galindo,Victoria Ruiz. 

President 

Sponso 
efohn 

Seventh Grade: 

Representativ 
jyCaiilin (DuMfu 
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Grazia Caculli Isaac Camacho Oscar Cartagena Eiif Celik Argyro Charokopou Giulia Cicin0 

"It's kind of fun to do the impossible" -Walt Disney 

Delilah Abraham Jaden Acklin Cidelle Alexander Marina Angoura Santiago Angulo Serena Aquino 

Madeleine Belarmino Mirta Belas Brandon Benesh Taylor Berry Blair Brandin Joseph Burke 



Jean Druhen Chase DuBose Kyra Dunlap Zoe Ellis 

Nicholas LaDue Panagiotis llliopoulos Benedykt Koscinski Paula Labunskaite 

"Be yourself,everyone else is already taken" -Oscar Wilde 

Giorgia Lai 

Marina Garcia De Inza 

Ragnhild Hegland Shaquille Henry William Henry Dillon Hevener 

Mia Harsanji 

lllan Holdway 

Nicholas Hauger 

Enisa Hoxha 

Kent Landsverk 

Nicholas Goszkowicz Robert Hadley Christopher Hanson 

Christian Donelson 

Anghelina Ene 

• 
Ignacio Estevez Conrado 



Jonathan Larsen Daniella Langworthy Autumn Leake Despoina Liapi Eline Magnussen Ulviyya Mammadova 

Julia Marcinkowska Evan Martinson Savanna Mattke Tiana Medina Taylor Mendenhall Thorben Muxfeldt 

Tobias Muxfeldt 

Mateusz Piwonski 

Raven Ranger 

Zachary Nevard Nickolas Newkirk 

Nina Popyk 

Daniel O'Connor 

Elena Pizzolante 

Ayana Riley Ginevra Rollo 

Athena Potkovic 

Daniel Rowe 

Kaitlin Owens 

Enkel Prifti Nicholas Quigley 

Maria Pintos 



James Saiz 

<We aw uw aw green 
of 20 / S! 

Din Sadikovic 

Zachary Simmons 

Mads Thomsen 

Brandon Watts 

Yulia Zaytseva 

Scout Spitzer 

Tyson Tran 

Joseph Wells 

Katerina Zlatnikova 

Miguel Sanchez Gonzales Christine Schroeder Josefine Seegert 
del Tanago 

Sebastian Sroka Carlos Steward Jharmir Steward Michaila Stith 

KarolTuszer Elyzaveta Ursalova Oguz Uyar Natalie Wadas 

Blake Westrick Bennett Weyhrauch Matthew Whitehurst Jacqueline Workman 

Weronika Serek 

— is 



Most Unique: 
lllan Holdway & 
Sebastion Sroka 

ves 
Most Friendly: 

Uiviyya Mammadova 
& Jonathan Larsen 

Most Encouraging: 
Tyson Tran & 

Jacqueline 
Workman 

Most Dramatic: 
Hunter Day & 

Nicholas Ladue 

Most Artistic: 
Georgia Lai & 

Jhamier Stewart 

What's so fun about being a 7th grader? 

"It's fun that nobody suspects that 
it is us when something bad 
happens because we're so small" 
-Matthew Stoffer 
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President 
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6th Row: Conrad Inch, Gage Iverson, Jens Primdahl, Martin Kirketerp-Moller, Kristian Sivertsen, Cesar Bonilla, 
Katelyn Ayotte, Sydney Ellis, Sarah Cunningham, Nika Klanecek, Katelyn Quanbeck, Katherin Mitchell, 
Madison Thrall, Emily Mewborne, Kevin Hauger 5th Row: Austin Lange, Dimitra Karagkiaouri. Anastasia Fakitsa, 
Karoline Soerensen, Chrysoula Vasilopoulou, Giacomo Capitanio, Amari Wilson, Chirstian Noergaard, Kayleigh 
Hunt, Morgen Vanheuckelom, Stephen Conkright, Amanda Urick, Erin Reich, Vienna Morrison 4th Row: Michael 
Wilcox, Al ex Thiebes, Panagiotis Karaoulanis, Dimitrios Kostis, Witold Blach, Gergo Pasztor, Patrick Mills, 
Elizabeth Traigle, Erin O'Brien. Erin O'Connel, Erin Studer, Aaron Goldfein, Beatriz Martinez-Esperza Ordonez, 
Carolina Suarez, Alexander Laney, Collin Gillespie, John Gumbleton. Josh Gumbleton. Nejc Sviga 3rd Row: 
Sharon Morgan, Leah Lund, Andrea Oliver, Gabriela Szczeszek, Paloma Avanzini,Gonzalo De La Torre Diaz, 
Ramon Angulo, Keely Balkovic-Ricciutti, Ana Manso Rodriguez, Dominic Barrow, Jan Kovanda, Martynas 
Raudoinus, Christoffer Nielsen, Alessandro Marchini, Andrew Ingram, Ashae Mason 2nd Row: David Aguero, 
Jacob Twyman, Fleur Andrews, Ariel Miller, Josh Wheelis, Frederick Townsend, Antonio Chonevski, Manuel Diaz 
Perillan, Gior gio Caculli, Jonathan Garza, Anthony Jefferson, Matthew Wilcox, Teresa Martin Alaez, Hunter 
Peterson, Isolde Edvardsen, Siyana Gospodinova, Kelly Brackett, Katherine Brown, Tatyana Greene 1st Row: 
Gavin McLaren, Zachary Brinsfield, Jordan Norris, Jamie Paterson, Marah Saraireh, Megi Belba, Megan Hopkins, 
Morton Payne, Kacper Tuszek, Ryan Bundoc, Berry Brandon, Nathan Turnage, Raina Rogers, Elif Altinigne, Halil 
Capci, Caner Yilmaz, Megan Howard 

'ni cniirrm MU 

Treasurer 

Representatives 
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efc afianede 'Toea. 
Isolde Evardsen 

vuto Setoff. 
Martynas Raudonius 

&foai (sfftittleA. 
Erin Studer 

Kelly Brackett Zachary Brinsfield Katherine Brown 

Giorgio Caculli Halil Capci Giacomo Capitanio 

Ryan Bundoc 

Antonio Chonevski 

Stephen Conkright Sarah Cunningham Gonzalo De la Torre Diaz 

"It's the friends you can call up at 4 a.m. that matter." 
Marlene Dietrich 

Fleur Andrews 

eZ£tertMl̂  
Morgen Vanheuckalom 

âsidy 
Morton Payne 

If you. could Have 
a room, full of 
any one thing, 

what would it be ? 
Elif Altinigne Ramon Angulo 

Paloma Avanzini 

David Aguero 

Katelyn Ayotte Keely Balkovic-Ricciutti Dominic Barrrow 



Sydney Ellis Xavier Fluellen Arturo Duenas Diaz Isolde Edvardsen Anastasia Fakitsa Jonathan Garza 

Collin Gillespie Aaron Goldfein Nicholas Gomez Siyana Gospodinova Tatyana Greene Armond Griebe 

John Gumbleton Joshua Gumbleton Kevin Hauger Meagan Hopkins Megan Howard 

Jessie Leonard 

"Laughter is by definition healthy." 
Doris Lessing 

Kayleigh Hunt 

Gage Iverson 

Dimitrios Kostis 

Anthony Jefferson Dimitra Karagkiaouri Panagiotis Karoulanis 

Austin Lange 

Leah Lund Ana Manso Rodriguez Alessandro Marchini 

• 
Teresa Martin Alaez 

Andrew Ingram 

Jan Kovanda Alexander Laney 



"Imagination is more important than knowledge." 
Albert Einstein 



Madsion Thrall Frederick Townsend Elizabeth Traigle 

Michael Wilcox 

Morgan Vanheuckelom Chrysoula Vasilopoulo 

Caner Yilmaz 

Nathan Turnage Kacper Tuszer 

Adela Wawrzyniak Joshua Wheelis 

Jacob Twyman 

Matthew Wilcox 

i rijfMi 



Most Creative 
Beatriz Martinez-Esparza & David Aguero 

Most Reliable 
Emily Mewbome & Kevin Hauger 

Most Spontaneous 
Isolde Edvardsen & Dominic Barrow 

Most Athletic 
Megan Howard & Brandon Berry 

Most Adventurous 
Katie Ayotte & Amari Wilson 



Presid 
B̂ehMru, 

Back Row: Julio Albaladejo, Alejandro Lodeiro Fernandez De La Cueva, Ian Pratschler, Lasse Lund, Edward 
Almeria, Joshua Oxford .Kaitlen Larsen, Ashley Seiler, Kianna Helfentein, Brianna Turnner, Connor O'Brian, 
Travis Phelan, Ella- Katrin Jacobsson 5th Row: Victoria Steinhoff, Alizi Douglas, Brandon Borders, Maximillian 
Wendelken, David Rombaut, Aaron Yip, Vincrent Visaya, Edward Britt, Garret Watson, Tom Muxfeldt, Matthew 
Howard, Emil Magnussen, Margareta Tsoplaktsoglou 4th Row: Julian Smith, Ane Christoffersen, Brianna Turner, 
Adrian Johnson, Ziga Cesar, Jasper Andrews, Cody Moose, Marek Gernat, Lucia Blanco Ortega, Nastasija 
Stojavovikj, Devon Goszkowicz, Mara Grabski, Daniel Engel, Starvros Stavrinos, laonnis Vasilakis, Georgios 
Magkos, Konstantina Moustakl 3rd Row: Margarita Athanasopoulou, Allen Dunlap, Hannah Davis, Alexis Cochran, 
Emily Miller, Emma Broughton, Clotilde Druhen, John Balkavic-Ricciutti, Antonio Garcia, Christain Gregoek, 
Dariean Allen , Trine Noergaard. Alexandra d'Argent, Nicole Rueb, Natalie Burke, Chrysavgi Panagiotou, Lars 
Bonnevie -Svendsen, Anita Birovecz, Yvett Szilagyi, Hanna- Melen Henriksen 2nd Row: Libby Haris, Aaron 
Campany, Bailey Bradin, Madisen Popyk, Kiana Medina, Lailani Somarathna, Eugina Rhett, Gabriella Espinoza, 
Vladislava Dyecheva, Faith DuBose, Nicola Franza, llenia Morello, Elizabet Torosyan, Monica Resta, Andrea 
Canicchio, Martin Schvarbacher, Enea Lilo 1 st Row: Kyra Bell, Eliska Reimannova, Joshua Paugh, Rachel Green, 
Leilani Manera, Cindy Carragena, Joshua Weeks, Leyre Banos Altazco, Elisa Ruiz, Evan Bell, Katharine 
Belarmino, Emilia Dick, Jordan Spitzer, Jane Haseman, Madelyn Ingram 

Treasurer 
r7piaiMA S/'hslan 



When I know where I'm going and I know the truth and I 
don't Have to be what you want me to be, I'm free to be what 
I want . 
~ yMiika/nmad 

Julio Albaladejo Edward Alcmeria Jasper Andrews Margarita Athanasopoulou John Balkovic- Ricciutti 

Leyre Banos Altazco Katharine Belarmino Kyra Bell Anita Birovecz Lucia Blanco Ortega 

Lars Bonnevie- Svendsen Brandon Borders Bailey Bradin Tiffany Breisch Emma Broughton 

Anastasia Chalzidima Ane Chrislorfferscn Alexandra d'Argtn. Jayzanique Davis 



1. Today tHe friends we make will always be tHere. 
2. Without soda our lives would end. 
3. We use our iPods as Calculators. 
4- We smile and nod when we don't understand. 
5. We think 9:00 2\.IVL is way too early for school. 
6. We will try out for any sport that will take us. 
7. We make plans for today and not tomorrow. 
8. Digital clocks are easier for us to read. 
9. We like to sleep in until noon. 
10. We act like kindergartners. 

Emilia Dick Adrianna Dolgan 

Daniel Engcl 

Alizi Douglas 

Gabriella Espinoza 

Clotilde Druhen 

Nicola Franza 

Faith DuBose 

Antonio Garcia 

Allen Dunlap 

Marek Gernat 
Vladislava Dyecheva 

Mara Grabski Thomas Granger Rachel Green Christian Gregorek Elizabeth Harris 



Jane Haseman Kianna Helfenstein Hanne-Malen Henriksen Matthew Howard Madelyn Ingram Ella-Katrin Jacobsson 

Georgios Magkos Enea Lilo Alejandro Lodeiro Fernadez De Lasse Lund 
La Cueva 

Kiana Medina Emily Miller Ford Miller Cody Moose 

Joshua Oxford 

Eliska Reimannova 

Elisa Ruiz 

Ilenia Morello 

Chrysavgi Panagiotou 

Kaitlin Larsen 

Tom Muxfeldt 

Travis Phelan 

Eugina Rhett 

Trine Noergaard Connor O'Brien 

Nicole Rueb 

Leilani Manera 

Konstantina Moustaki 

Joshua Paugh 

Monica Resta 



Question; 'Who was the first person you befriended this year? 

Umm... I think that 
would he Matt 
Howard. 
—Janie Haseman 

It would be Travis 
Phelan. 
— Ian Pratchler 

I'd have to say it 
would be Janie 
Haseman. 
— Natalie Burke 

,rWhen it hurts to look back and | 
you're scared to look ahead, you 
can look beside you and your best, 
friend will be there." 
- Author Unknown 

Ashley Seiler Julian Smith Lailani Somaratna Jordan Spitzer Stavros Stavrinos 

Victoria Steinhoff Nastasija Stojanovikj Yvett Szilagyi Elizabet Torosyan Liam Trenery Margarita Tsoplaktsoglou 

Martin Schvarcbacher 

Ioannis Vasilakis Vincent Visaya Garrett Watson Joshua Weeks 



Matt Howard <St Bailey Bradin 

Hi, 1 
Travis Phelan &. Jv/laddie Ingram 

'SaMed c7pa c7Palk <r7pa 

Alizi Douglas Rachel Ore 



Back Row: Mirro Radosavlevici, Clarissa McLaren, Matthew Hanson, Zachary Lange. Luis Tourne 
Lafuente .Orlando Benesh, Jannis Busch, Ellen Primdahl, Kalen Gabriel, Adam Inch, Meghan Fleet, 
Frederick Reese-Petersen. Argios Kollcaku, Hannah Prestridge 4th Row: Issac Someratanna , William 
Forsyth, Maren Reich, Tyrique Mabine, Claiston Smith, Lizette Meier, Karl Kristensen, Eduardo Ibarra, 
Helene Seegart, Jennifer Dargie, Nicole Karnine, Kathryn Urick, Jason Caldwell , Ashley Hunt 3rd Row: 
Efstathis Kapasakis, Eirini Grousouza. Marie Blanchard, Stefania Tsoplaktsoglou, Adalet Bitilisliogou, 
Maria Vasilaki, Erin Paulino, Christopher Kulmayer, Elisa Ortega, Valintino Rodriguez, Eileen Kristensen, 
Belinda Hoxha, Douglas Traigle, Katarzyna Krzyzanowska, Anna Jozwiak, Daisy McCamish, Aleksandra 
Kolodkina, Andres Pintos, Christian Matice, Gonzalez Del Sanchez 2nd Row: Severin Gulowsen, Mathieu 
Plourde, Kathrine Hauger, Jenae Parham, Jasmine Leverett-Benton, Alexandra Dick, Juntapapa Bernard, 
Alexandra Srikoon, Haley Hoover, Bailey Basinett, Ole Landsverk, ?, 1 st Row: Nikolaos Mamolis, Georgios 
Kostis, Emarie Wampler, Krysten O'Sullivan, Sarah O'Neil, Kristen Campany, Isabella Espinoza, Carly Gorelick, 
Chloe Murphey, Meghan Quigley, Julia Mendenhall, Devin McKay, Jaimielynne Gamboa, Christina Athanasopoulou, 
Gabriela Suarez, Konstantinos Panidis, Mateusz Kowalski 

Representative 
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Sponsor 
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Reaching Full Potential 

. ///ied likely lo help you 
off Ike field when you ie fcf* 

incited 
Tino Roriguez and Erini Grousouzakou, 

r ///iod likely !o le knot"n 
Ikeii A/rule 
Anna Jozwiak 

and 
Jannis Busch 



i r&„ ( 
Anastascia Acosta Jorge Alcalde Sanz Cecilie Arensbach Christina Athanasopoulou Bailey Basnett 

4 A  
IfliUilES 

Orlando Benesh Juntapapa Bernard Adalet Bitlislioglu Marie Blanchard Jannis Busch Kristen Campany 

Nela Cirkova Jennifer Dargie Alexandra Dick Isabella Espinoza Meghan Fleet Willian Forsyth 

;XXi 
Doug Foster Kalen Gabriel Jaimielynne Gamboa Carly Gorelick Eirini Grousouzakou Severin Gulowesen 

Matthew Hanson Katherine Hauger Haley Hoover Belinda Hoxha Ashley Hunt 

"What I like about the sophomore class is that I'm . 
not a freshman anymore!" \\ il 

h'/i'Jin a rjpMfian(z*'>ojiO(doa 



Aleksandra Kolodklna Georgios Kostis Mateusz Kowalski Eileen Kristensen Karl Kristensen Katarzyna Krzyzanowska 

JB 
Julia Mendenhall Thomas Muldoon 

I  I  
Chloe Murphy Silja Nicolaisen Sarah O'Neill Elisa Onega 

"I like being a sophomore because we get to have 
our very own hallway!" 

x{'h/oe , //iu-tpfuj 



o not follow 
\yiead. Go, 
're is no pa\ 

joal r< 
life 

rig if he 
it and 
something 

"It must be borne in mind that the 
tragedy of life does not lie in not 
reaching your goal. The tragedy 
of life lies in not having a goal to 
reach." 
-Benjamin E. Mays 

~ime you enjoyed 
sting, was not 
sted" 

i>n't Cry because it's 
jsr, smile because it 
?pend" 
Seuss 



Frederick Reese-Petersen 

Claiston Smith 

Douglas Traigle 

Janae Parham Javonte Parham Erin Paulino Konstantinos Panidis 

Andres Pintos 

Isaac Somaratna 

Stefania Tsoplaktsoglou 

Krysten O'Sullivan 

Fabio Petrocchi 

Evan Shotton 

Luis Tourne Lafuente 

Jaime Pardo de Santayana 

Mathieu Pourde 

Maren Reich 

Hannah Prestridge 

Mirro Radosavlevici 

Alexander Srikoon Jacob Steinhoff Gabriela Suarez 

Kathryn Urick Maria Vasilaki Emarie Wample 

Valentino Rodriguez Alvaro Sanchez Gonzalez Del Helene Seegert 
Tanaqo 

Ellen Primdahl Meghan Quigley 

/ 
"I like being a sophomore because I feel more 

responsible" 
'JpMê Cjindei crAihvort 



President 

1st Row: Isaiah Sterling, Nicholas Westrick, Miguel Peco, Inigo Ortiz, Liene Bauska, Ryan Howard, RagnarSchiff, 
Matthew Horn, Samuel Mans, Andrew Green, Bryan Yip 2nd Row Marie Gajdosova, Justin White, Kiernan 
Greene, Jordan Chappie, Guillermo Blanco Ortega, Timothy Beckwith, Monica Augstyniak, Nasrin Matioss, Teresa 
Muldoon, Noah Smith, Laura Gabriel 3rd Row Katelyn Grabski, Catherine Mendenhall, Zivile Jucyte, Jesika 
Hanson, Alessia Fiorentino, Nikolay Gospodinov, Valiant Visaya, Elizabeth Burden, Paris Johnson, Alysson 
Kulmayer, Kimberley Quan, MiKayla Walker, Kierra Mourning, Connor Studer 4th Row: Roland Fejes, Jacob 
Conkright, Veronica Sivertsen, Miriam Sivertsen, Maria Panagiotou, Karin Urbane,Aimkan Kurbanova, Shannon 
Peterson, Curtis Engel, Esmeralda Ahmetaj, Tabitha Camacho, Martin Freund 5th Row Adam Pratschler, Elisa 
Resta, Martaq Abladejo, Elena Del Rio Grande, laura Lodeiro, Melyssa Gomez, Caroline Rombaut, David Brackett, 
James Workman 6th Row Fatima Manso, Megan Biggs, Kearstin Wainwright, Nanna Juul-Larsen, Thaust 
Tomsen, Elizabeth Lindsey 

Secreta 
j,yilyMon 

Treasur 

Representative# 
J%eautin ̂ VPairi |||l|||j 

Sponsors 
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Juniors: 



ITHAT 
... you have just one 
more year to go and 
then all the HS times 
will be gone. That is 
why you should enjoy 

EVERY 
MINUTE you 
still have... 

CLASS 

GO JUNIORS!! 

Monica Augustyniak Marta Abladejo Timothy Beckwith Esmeralda Ahmetaj 

Elizabeth Burden David Brackett Christopher Belarmino Megan Biggs 

Jordan Chappie Sebastian Blach Tabitha Camacho Guillermo Blanco Ortega 

Jacob Conkright Maria Chatzidima Paola Colon Jovan Chonevski 

Curtis Engel Roland Fejes Elena Del Rio Galindo Alessia Fiorentino 

Mellysa Martin Freund Marie Gajdosova Laura Gabriel 



Aleksandra Kolator 

Elizabeth Lindsey 

Katelyn Grabski Nikolay Gospodinov 

Colin Helfenstein Matthew Horn 

Duane Kristensen 

Laura Lodeiro Fernandez De 
La Cueva 

Andrew Green 

Ryan Howard 

Pawel Krzyzanowski 

Emin Mammadov 

Adam Pratschler 

Kiernan Greene Jesika Hanson Kristian Harsanji 

Samuel Mans Fatima Manso Rodriguez Nasrin Matioss 

Inigo Ortiz Mainar 

Paris Johnson Zivile Jucyte Nanna Juul-Larsen 

Allyson Kulmayer Amikan Kurbanova Matthew Lengyel 

Catherine Mendenhall 
Kiara Mourning Teresa Muldoon Austin Neuhart-Collazo Louis Ortiz 

Maria Panagiotou 
Salvatore Pascape Timothy Paulino Shannon Peterson 



Kimberly Quan 

| 
Caroline Rombaut Catherine Ross Ragnar Schiff 

2 mm 
Veronica Sivertsen 

Rfl i 
L| 

Valiant Visaya Mitch Vrolijk Kearstin Wainwright MiKayla Walker Nicholas Westrick Justin White 

2012 
James Workman Canturk Yilmaz Brian Yip Lucie Zlatnikova 



iimirmnmiD amuelMans 

Allvson.Kulm 
CurtisJEng iWestricK 

Shannon Peterso 
afConnoGStuaen 
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High School is over. Everyone of us is going to follow his or her own path, but on this road, do not forget to look back to all the 
wonderful times you went through here. I thank every one of you who spent even one minute with me. Thanks for making this 
three years so great. Congrats class of 2011. 

jpfalind Ŝ hrnetai 

"Behind every success is endeavor...Behind endeavor, 
•unknown 

Congratulations Class of 2011! 

ability...Behind ability, knowledge...Behind knowledge, a seeker." 

' V V 'i 

<<2/2/icola6 jptntal 
Well, just to be the first to say it- HIGH SCHOOL IS OVER III!!!!!!!! it's such a joy to finally be released from high school 

and going into real life with university and stuff! I would like to thank my parents for supporting me all these years--1 can't 
believe that it is finally over:). I would like to thank all of my new friends that I met when I got here to SHAPE. If you know who 
you are, you will know this is for you guys. Remember all those good times we had at each other's houses. If you know who 
you all are, thanks for the great two years and I'm hoping to see you soon. I would like to say thank you to my lovely girlfriend 
Kaitlin Chappie. I love you a lot! Hoping next year we can go to university together, love love love you! 

"Yeah, well, you know, that's just, like, your opinion, man." -The Dude 

Congratulations Class of 2011! 



?dite 63auu>ka 
I lhank my parents for what they have done helping me grow into the person that I am today. 

I thank my family for being here for me when I need them. 
I thank my real friends for supporting me in everything I do. 
I thank volleyball... 

"Sport has the power to change the world. It has the power to unite in a way that little else does. It speaks to youth in a 
language they understand. Sport can create hope where once there was only despair. It is more powerful than governments in 
breaking down racial barriers. It laughs in the face of all types of discrimination." 

Nelson Mandela 

I can't believe the day is almost here when I'll finally be out of high school; it seems only yesterday I was 
starting out as a sevey and now here I am, about to graduate. I can't believe I've made it this far!! I wouldn't 
have gotten this far if it weren't for my friends and family. I want to thank my parents for always encouraging 
and supporting me. Thank you Megan, my amazing sister, for always being there for me. Thank you Sarah and 
Ellen for helping me get through AP Bio alive even if I did end up at the bottom of a cliff. Cameron, thank you so 
very much for being my punching bag, that's all I'm going to remember you for... But seriously you've been a 
great friend and you've always been there for me, so thank you. And last, but very far from least, thank you 
Justin for making senior year amazing and fun, you truly changed my life this year. Oh yeah and thank you for 
helping me get through AP Chem, : D I couldn't have done it without you. And to everyone else not mentioned 
here, thank you so much, I love you all. Congrats Class of 20111I! We finally made it!!!! 

C7piê ta Ŝlackmon 
I want to thank my parents and grandparents. Everything that I have accomplished this far has been because of all of you. 

You always told me to never give up and do my best. Moving to Belgium my senior year wasn't the best thing that happened to 
me, but it turned out not to be so bad. To the people that I met, i just want to say thank you for the fun times and support you all 
gave. I hope that all of you will be successful in everything you set your mind to. To my sisters, I just want to say I love you guys, 

ou girls are so funny and bold that I don't have to worry about you guys not becoming successful! With that I will just end it with 
a nice quote that I found. 

One isn t necessarily born with courage, but one is born with potential. Without courage, we cannot practice any other virtue 
with consistency. We can't be kind, true, merciful, generous, or honest." - Maya Angelou 

Congratulations class of 2011!!!! 

arrie wn &3<yi(jleu> 
have th' °H * M'6 ,ha*the l'me f°r my ^enior Graduation has finally arrived. I have so many people to thank for allowing me to 
and mn'S| nth whole ,ami|y who made sure I did my best no matter what and to make sure that I kept up with good grades 
plentv of m 6 h"16 my homework- A" my fiends Martin, Andrew, Tony, Allyson, Axton, Hannah, Sarah O, Briana, and 
world to ° ^/S • '' PeeC* tban^' ôu 9UYS ^ave made this an interesting and fun year. Helene! You absolutely mean the 
Thank °U VG St°°d beside me this who,e year and supported me in whatever I did and that meant so much to me. 
dig sa me" e° mUC^' ^ast ^ear bas been amaz'n9. and if couldn't have been without you. I love you so much! Jeg elsker 



I would like to thank my family and friends who have supported me through the rough travels of being a military brat. 
Reaching my senior year could not have been possible without the endless support, whether it was given with overwhelming 
gratitude or with a bit of hard love, it was necessary. I am not today the boy my mother remembers giving her a kiss on the way 
to school every morning, but need of my family will always be important in my life. Accomplishing this thirteen year ordeal has 
taken me on a number of various adventures from coast to coast and across two oceans. Though the path to success was nol 
the straightest or even clearly marked, we, the Class of 2011 reached the top. Jon Krakauer said on top of Everest, "Getting lo 
the top of any given mountain was considered much less important then how one got there: prestige was earned by tackling the 
most unforgiving routes with minimal equipment, in the boldest style imaginable." This year is our "prestige" and our journey 
after will be the beginning of the next mountain. 

After 12 long years of coloring, addition and substraction, current events, book reports, poetry writing, biology, civilization 
projects, health class, math analysis, and writing position papers we are finally ready to go out into the world. I know I wouldn't 
have made it this far if it wasn't for my friends, teachers, and my parents. Author Leo Buscaglia once said " Too often we 
underestimate the power of a touch, a smile, a kind word, a listening ear, an honest compliment, the smallest act of caring, all 
of which have the potential to turn a life around": these people have done that for me, so thank you to the true friends who 
stayed by my side, the teachers who never hesitated to help, and my parents who raised me into who I've become. I am ready 
to become an independent member of society. Although growing up has been extremely hard, with all the challenges I've 
encountered, God has helped me through them all and I'm confident that He will continue to stay with me as I begin to enter 
another chapter of my life. I love Him and thank Him so much. Even though I'm prepared, I'm still scared of life after high 
school. However, one of my favorite quotes from E.E Cummings inspires me not to be scared:" It takes courage to grow up 
and become who you really are". So come, let's all have courage and become who we were meant to be. 

C7c>tent c=̂ ad:to 
I give thanks to my parents, and my brother Angul who dealt with me for 18 years. I give thanks to my friends who I have so 

many good memories, like Bob, Antal, Cory, Chris, Termo, Greg, Ryan, The Troll, Zazu, the Ratonobic, Tomitaslav, Lanza, 
Barbol, Sasha, Jo, DJ Wiz Kid, El Gigante, JG, Tyler, Bruno, Mujo, Chappie, Brussels, Action man. To my wonderful, beautiful, 
funny, intellegent, girlfriend, you have made me so happy all this time, and without you I would be lost. We all made it represent 
Dolphin Boyz for life. 

jyCondantina C=&?fxalakcdev-afu 
Senior year has gone by last, maybe too last, but anyway! First of all, I would like to thank my parents basically, lor 

everything!!! Then I want lo thank my friends both from SHAPE and Greece (or always being there for me! 1 had a greal lime 
here and it will sure be something I will tell my children and grandchildren about, like a fairytale! And before this whole tiling 
becomes loo cheesy, I would like to say: Ante kai kali tuxi magkes! 



)QJiCu\/ COA. 

Mzabetfx <=&toiothek 

I thank my parents for birthing me into this gorgeous world. My time at SHAPE was measured to a year, but it was full of 
some silly kids and my volleyball gals. Always object to the things you know aren't right, even if it's out of parliamentary 
procedure. The Bard gives poetry lo life; listen to him, live with less strife. Run like the wind, they will admire the courage you 
give on the course. And let the choirs of every provincial Midwestern town hear your voice, because an angel on stage can 
recite any page. Geoff, my numbah one brother, Laura, and Jay, I love you, don't forget your liquid jacket! Magoo lacocca, you 
will never be silent to me, olive juice. Dena, Colleen, and Mary, giri talk and winter ball will live on. I would pay pint after pint to 
serenade the employees at Taco Bell with our voices, ukes and guitars with Today's Forecast at rambunctious hours of the 
night. Because I met YOU, my life was changed for good. So, don't cry because it's over... smile because it happened. Stay 
classy 2011, fly to the moon. Deuces!! 

Finally!!! We've made it!! Graduation day! The moment our lives having been building towards since the 
moment we heard the word school. Four long, fun-filled, late night, work-filled, crazy, awesomely amazing years 
after beginning high school, and now we've done it. I'd like to thank my parents for always encouraging me to 
reach higher, and supporting me throughout the years, through the good and the bad. Without them, I would 
never have made it this far. I'd like to thank my brother for always being there and helping me, with his crazy 
optimism, silly attempts at comic relief, and his methods of stress relief (CoD). I'd like to thank my friends for 
always being there, whether explaining something I had missed, or, more likely, having crazy amazing fun, and 
laughing until we almost cried or passed out. There are so many things I'll never forget, like late night AP Biology 
sleepovers (mayonnaise anyone? Death punch?), our AP Lit Paris trip and THIMUN Adventures(Shakespeare 
and Co.: Kids in a candy store, Blood in my hot chocolate system, Do-mi-ni-caii, slipper time!), Cross country 
and Track Over nights (Subway!!), and SOOO much more. Thanks for all the memories everyone, I love all of 
you!! Alright, Autobots, roll out! 

Let us follow our destiny, ebb and flow. Whatever may happen, we master fortune by accepting it. 
Virgil 

Congratulations Class of 2011! 

Ŝ teichea <~?Dai&ie 
Hiave an amazing life because of Ibese incredible individuals: 

hpon i?^r s,ren9,fl has always amazed and inspired me. You have been with me always, even when I wasn't as grateful or nice as I should have 
oeen. I lo ve you mommy. 

Jennv-Oh^6 ^if111,16 we'9ht of my world. Because of you, I will know exactly what to look for in a husband. I love you daddy. 
Shakoon,, ^?S, lf you weren'1 born I would be a dorky little nerd. What am I going to do without you in college?! Be good and read some 

Atexarfder B W ^ 0 ' '°Ve V°U Jenny gM' 
much in coll ^ nd,er! You make me so happy. You are a wonderful little brother and the nicest, sweetest one there is. I'm going to miss you so 

ege. You re the best Alexander in the whole wide world. I love you. I'll never stop loving you. 

To all of my friends: THANKS FOR MAKING LIFE HERE FUN AND HILARIOUS"! I LOVE YOU ALL!! 

Cheers. : ) V, 



r 
deade n )̂aoid 

It's senior year, and I'm pretty happy...this is my 4th year of waiting for high school to be over, and I couldn't be happier 
Well, to start ( and finish) this senior message I guess I should talk about the most important thing about senior year for me 
(besides graduation)...my friends. Best group of friends I've ever had; I hope I can continue to keep them as long as 
possible...I can't afford to keep screwing up more things in my life or the lives of others, least of all the new friendships I have 
acquired, which are the only things that keep me coming back to school on a daily basis (and the pending graduation day, of 
course.) My friends are definitely the highlight of senior year for me; I believe we've had some fun times so far, and I will never 
forget the things they have taught me, which is far too many items to list here. So, in closing, I would just like to say...Thank 
you Briana, Ellen, Sarah, Marcus, and I am just too lazy to type the rest of the names names here...Shouldn't surprise all of 
you that know me...Thank you for making my senior year the best year I've ever had, by a substantial amount. We've still got 
some time before college hits us, so let's have some fun, shall we have some fun. Shall we? 

<3?acob 
"I hope your dreams take you... to the corners of your smiles, to the highest of your hopes, to the windows of your 

opporiunities, and to the most special places your heart has ever known." -unknown 

Congratulations Class of 20111 

B̂eniamln 'Sngel 
Well, it's finally over. Out of high school and on to bigger and better things. Thanks to all those who made it bearable these 

last few years. Mom and Dad, thanks for putting up with me so long and for helping me get to where I am right now. Curt and 
Dan, thanks for not getting on my nerves too much and for gaining a little maturity in the last few years. To all the friends, 
teachers and people at school, and everywhere else that I've been, thanks for just being there and teaching me how to grow up. 

Mom and Dad: You are stupendous. Thank you for shaping me into the individual I am today and supporting me though this 
roller coaster of youth. You made me someone I can be proud of, whether you admit it or not.:) I love you. 

s. amamoto. Thank you a hundred times over for helping me with every detail of high school, from course selections to 
allowing me to graduate at SAHS. Mr. Novak: APLAC was one of the highlights of my high school experience. Thank you for 
making me a better writer and thinker. Mr. Kovacs: If it weren't for you, I wouldn't be that "social butterfly" you saw at the en o 
my junior year. I actually understood Physics and liked it. Thank you. Mrs. P.W.: You must be the best Biology and Human 
Anatomy teacher out there. I cannot recall ever remembering so much from a class. Thank you. To my tennis gals and guys: 
Thanks for making tennis practice fantastic.:) 

y| Class of 2012:1 love you guys. Have a spectacular senior year! You deserve it. 
m haven t forgotten anyone else, but sadly, there is a word limit. You know who you are if your name isn't listed here and you 
Kj know that I love you and I appreciate you being in my life. Yes, you.:) 

We're done, seniors. I wish everyone the best of luck! Go Spartans! 



ŷMaua 'Siena 3?alna o/̂ a&aiio 
This is it! Finally I'm graduating. Mom and Dad: thank you for giving me that great experience in Thailand I will never forget; 

for giving me the opportunity to graduate here and for loving me. Thanks for everything! I wouldn't have made it without you. 
Abuela: muchas gracias por cuidar de mi y querer lo mejor para mi. Esther: hard to put up with sometimes but I love you. 
Nikola: This would not have been the same without you , I'm so happy I met you. I love you<3. My Spanish girls: Me lo he 
pasado genial con vosotras, gracias. Sonia, Elenita, Esparza OSK! Gracias por aguantarme :). E.N.E ! and the rest of people I 
will never forget, you all know who you are. Thanks for making SHAPE an incredible experience. Congragulations class of 
2011; We did it!! 

Sffieleca italick 
"Life is one big road with lots of signs. So when you're riding through the ruts, don't complicate your mind. Flee from hate, 
mischief and jealousy. Don't bury your thoughts, put your vision to reality. Wake up and Live!" - Bob Marley 

Congratulations Class of 2011! 

Good things always pass rapidly. These two years in SHAPE went so quickly for me that I barely realized that High School 
is over. But this great time would not be so remarkable without help of other people. That is why I would like to thank all my 
friends who made these years extremely meaningful for me. You are incredible and I will never forget you, guys. I also would 
like to say big thank you to Ms. Dellert who was such a incredible teacher. Thank you for giving me your time, helping me no 
matter what and being there when I needed you. To Mr. Root- thank you for showing me my "art-side" and the way I should 
follow. You inspired me a lot and impacted my life. But most of all- thank you Mom and Dad for everything you have done for 
me. You are the best parents I could have ever wished for, and I cannot express how much you mean for me. Thank you for 
your support and love. I love you. Finally, Krzys- thank you for being a wonderful brother and making me smile. 
Thank you all for every, even little thing you have done. 
Congratulations Class 2011! We did it! 

L̂ti/Ieinw âwla'̂ fflun ox 
to sturiv in i° Start ^ thanking my parents; they are the best parents a child could have. My parents gave me the opportunity 
alwavs tPii3n ,™encan H'9h School, even though that means they have to pay a lot of money for my studies. Even though they 
to thank ih methat moneyis not an issue, they had to make sacrafices to pay for me and my brother's studies. I would also like 

SernnH h"! . i e'r V^'Sdom'time' Patience- respect, trust, love, and support through all these last High School years, 
times Thank , ast important, I would like to thank all of my friends that were with me during the good, and not that good, times T hank in ""rw,ia,,1»1 wuuiu ii*e io inanx an or my irienas mai were wun me auring me gooa, ana noi inai gooa, 
Jimenez and °U k ardo1' Lanza. Colombiano, Zazu, Don Bosco, Calienta, Moroccan, Honda, Donald, Kutay, Ryan V, David 
comn nn'h„ m more that 1 h ad over these 7 years at SHAPE. Manu, gracias por esos grandes momentos juntos, eres 

..° un hermano para mi. aue senas N.ip Hp ti hp anrpndido m. R,raLc Alex tha k13"0 #>ara m'' que sepas 9ue de ti he aprendido mucho, Gracias. 
"This also goes^for ja^m°U^W'Sd°™' 3nd ̂ °Ur patience w'th me- A'so' thank you for being such a good brother all these years. 

q . Garcia s). 
tener que^aaa^6'' ^ ̂ adre me flustarfa agradeceros todo lo que habeis hecho pour mi estando tanto tiempo separados por 
veniraqui a est" r?'S estudios\Y Pa<Jre querrfa agradecerte que te quedaras todo ese verano estudiando para que pudieramos 
los consejos v t ^ !°d0 el tiemP° 9ue has pasado conmigo estudiano estadisticas. Madre tambien quiero agradecerte todos 
estare etername°t charlas 9ue me has dado para darme cuenta de lo que me depara el futuro. Muchisimas Gracias y 



c&odi 
"Pick the day. Enjoy it to the hilt. The day as it comes. People as they come... The past, I think, has helped me appreciate the 
present and I don't want to spoil any of it by fretting about the future." 

Audry Hepburn 

"You must live in the present, launch yourself on every wave, find your eternity in each moment." --unknown 

Congratulations Class of 2011! 

Finally, the senior year is over. The twelve school years of life have finally come to an end. I am no longer a high school 
senior and I can't wait to get out of SHAPE and learn about life. I would like to say thanks first to my parents for supporting an 
guiding me when necessary and making me the person I am today. In addition, I would like to say thanks to all my teachers 
teaching me all these useful things and inspiring me . Finally, I would like to say thanks to everyone that made those two yea 
wonderful, (llias, Billy, Mamolis, Stathis, Stauros, Kostis kai Ntinos, efxaristw paidia! Elpizw na me thimaste giati egw tha sas 
thimamai.) Last but not least, I would like to say good luck to all the seniors and have a happy life. 
Congratulations Class of 2011,1 am Konstantinos Grouzouzakos and I am out of here !!! 

Tut*: 



12 years later...I'M DONE! I'd like to thank my parents for their kindness,generousity,and support. I wouldn t have made it 
without you two. I would like to thank Torie, Briana, Marcey, Cory, Ryan, Nathan, and Trent for making high school fun. To Trent 
I just want to say I love you SO MUCH and you are the best thing that has ever happened to me. Thank you for everything you 
have taught me and given me, I'm a better person for it. To my two siblings I love you both and I'm going to miss you more than 
anything but I'll always be here for you. Congrats class of 2011! WE DID IT! Oh and Cory is the 2nd best thing that has ever 
happened to me. 

Jr&uLZana W W *  
"Go confidently in the direction of your dreams. Live the life you have imagined." --Henry David Thoreau 

Congratulations Class of 2011! 

1 
: C  %  

Now, after twelve years, our real life is about to begin. It feels so strange! I can't believe high school is over! I feel both happy 
and sad... It seems like yesterday when i first walked into this school, I didn't really understand the difference between shape 
and Greece! They are both home to me! i really want to thank the people that were here from the beginning... THANKS TO MY 
FAMILY, pragmatika an den eisastan eseis den xerw an tha eixa ftasei ws edw!! I would also like to thank my best friends, 
Nanouka, loanna, Konstantina, Manny, and Ele Martinez, for helping me through the hard times, and last but not least The 
Greeks; you guys are the best and I will miss each and every one of you! Of course I wouldn't have come this far without the 
help of my teachers : I would like to thank all of you, especially the teachers I had my first year! Congratulations Class of 2011! 
WE FINALLY DID IT :)!!! 

P̂aala 
., as a real|y Qreat adventure! I met many fantastic people and I learned about different cultures. I am very pleased that I 

could be here, but now is time to move on. 
on t care what anybody says about me as long as it isn't true. 



cyMajjd Ĵ Cideva 

First off, I want to thank God for letting me come here and giving me the opportunity to graduate from SAHS. Mom and 
Dad- thank you for being the best parents in the world, thank you for all the advice you have given me, and without you guys 
I wouldn't be the person I am today. To my brother Boban- even though we spent 2years apart, I knew you were always 
looking out for me and thank you for every single lesson you taught me. I love you guys!! To my bestfriends-Vivien and 
loana-mann, we cried, we laughed, we loved, we went through a lotta things for the past 2 years. All the sleepovers, 
Chinese, Mons, shopping..were some unforgettable moments for me. I knew I could come to you girls anytime, and thank 
you for being there for me whenever I needed yall. Remember all my advice because I really meant them. Love you both 
muchool! BGP for life baby!!! To all of my school besties-you all know who you are, thanks for an amazing 4years on 
SHAPE, to my entire AVID Class (we were the best lot), and to my teachers-Ms.Jones (the best Spanish teacher-thank you 
for all the food and jokes), Mr.DuBose and Ms.Phillips-(AVID was great, thank you for everything), and to the rest of the 
teachers big thank yous. Also shout out to all my friends in Macedonia. And finally, congratulations to the class of2011-we 
finally made it!!! 

Another year, has come and gone, so much learnt, and so much done; now, a new chapter of our lives has begun. Sixteen 
moves, fifteen schools, lots of friends and plane flights made, I just have to say: I'm so thankful for, just one simple thing, and 
that, is everything. Parents and Sisters Love you all just so much, more than googleplex. Class of 'Eleven, don't forget this 
wisdom from G.K. Chesterton: "Without education we are in a horrible and deadly danger of taking educated people seriously." 

c&uka 

To quote Idina Menzal as Elphaba Tropp (from the song "Defying Gravity" in Wicked), "I'm through with playing by the rules of 
someone else's game." It's time for me to try something new, something I've never experienced before. It's been a good time, 
here at SHAPE, bu too much of one place is never good if you haven't chosen to live there. To all my true friends, I hope that we 
shall remain in contact once we all go our separate ways. We have all changed in our years at SHAPE, even if they have been 
the only years of our life. We have gained an intimate knowledge of cultures and lifestyles we would only have studied of in the 
classrooms of our various native countries, and for that I am thankful. I will never forget playing outside in the rain or dancing 
during the first snow of the year as a young child. We all have our own memories of Belgium, and I hope yours are as good as 
mine. In closing, I would just like to say (from "the Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy"): "So long, and thanks for all the fish. So sad 

\ that it should come to this." 

Ĵ lebecca 

From all the clubs and organizations that I have been a part of, to the insane amounts of traveling that I have been able to fulfil 
- school has been an incredible experience. It's had plenty of good days full of joy and laughter, and plenty bad days that have 
made me want to scream, but as I come to the end of my time at high school, I can see just how much I have grown and how much 
I ve learnt in the past few years. 

It goes without saying that I couldn't have even began to face my teenage years if it weren't for the constant love, guidance, and 
support from all of my family and friends. Mum; you're my best friend and I can't even begin to express my appreciation for everything 

^
you ve done for me. Dad; I don't even know where to start, thank you so much, you've given me the most amazing opportunities 
along with always putting an enormous smile on my face. Mum, dad, and Aaron; I love you all so much THANK YOU! 

T° a" my 'r'ends a* SHAPE; thank you for getting me through my ups and downs. From the hugs and lovely words when I m 
having a bad day, to sharing laughs and crazy moments with me at my happiest times; I adore you all and I will never forget the 

JMTJ. incredible memories that we have shared over my past 4 years at SHAPE. On that note; CONGRATULATIONS CLASS OF 2011. 
i I am excited for the future, a future in which all of our dreams will be reached, and I wish every single person who reads this the 

best in their future. If you have a dream, don't give up on it; pursue what you want in life and never give up. 
Last but not least, I would not be where I am today without my saviour; thank you God for everything, I love you <3 



tSfonia ^Moulin 

"And sometimes you close your eyes arid see the place where you used to live when you were young" (8) 
"Caminante, no hay camino, se hace camino al andar. Al andar se hace oamino, y al volver la vista atras se ve la senda que 
nunca se ha de volver a pisar"- Antonio Machado. 
Mama, gracias por estar siempre conmigo, eres mi modelo a seguir y a los dos, os quiero muchisimo. Dad, thanks for these 2 
years; I know you have needed a lot of patience with me :P .Patry, i love you "mi pendeja favorita" xD people that I have met 
these 2 years: the Spanish Population + Croatian + Greeks... you know who you are =) Elena F, Elenita, Laura & Esther, os 
quiero pekenajas =) and now guys, lets say hi to our new life! =) 

?lena ̂ MavtirieZrc (DkjI&H 

SHAPE? What s that? Seems like yesterday when I first heard about this place, and I can t believe I'm leaving and done with 
High School. Who am I going to mention first? My parents of course. Those two that brought me here, those two that have been 
through my entire life by my side and those two that encouraged me to get to this point. Without them I wouldn't be who I am 
today. My sis, Bea, for all our moments shared, I'll be there whenever you need me, always, forever. I love you. I've known 
endless special people, and I'm keeping something of each one. CRIS Evan, De, Carmen u guys made my first year. ISA, LAUa 

Sam, Jo, Tai, Babios, Car no words for you guys. Thank you for every single thing and every single moment, Love you. And 
finally a shot out to my Spanish community, without u guys this wouldn't had been the same. Americans(let's bounce!), Greeks 
(NanaAngieElena), Norwegians, Canadians(specialment mon AJ), Italians, Germans, Croatians, my only Estonian, Zachie! u 
guys were my highlights at some point this last year, I'll miss you all. My soccer girls&boys thanks for those two awesome 
seasons. Y Laurita, "Somos bichos raros, lentos y asustados" porque fueron TRES y sera "siempre a tu lado sin estar contigo" 
Te quiero. My people back in Spain, BASTRUS, distance can't do anything against us, always all ways. My 12th grade people 
from Compania de Maria, '93 GENERATION . Y OLGA <3 . Now I can truly answer what SHAPE is, and is not a place, but its 
people, and I have been lucky and my people just made this three years UNFORGETTABLE. Peace out and Congrats Class of 
2011, thanks for the memories and for everything I've learned from around the world, I'll keep it with me. 

3?edeuca ̂ Me/nola 

t's been my first year here at SHAPE and it seems like I've always lived here( Casa e dove ti senti a casa). I would never 
expect my life going so fast, I am a Senior now! I am really enjoying my Senior year especially because friends are making it 
special and the best year ever. I would like to thank all of the people that supported me in this long experience- my Family, 
Friends and Teachers. The experience I had the opportunity to live here In Shape this year has been a starting point in my life, 
had a chance to know people from all around the world, learn all their different cultures and respect them as they are because 
they are beautiful!!!!!! What I lived in SHAPE will follow me for the rest of my life. 

Grazie: Mamma, Papa, Camilla, Elisabetta ( Leonora- per avermi aiutata!), Fabio, Vittorio, Alessia, Elisa Martina, Salvatore. 
Ps:spero di non aver dimenticato nessuno. 

Thank you: Greek Girls( Angie, Konstantina.loanna), Spanish, Americans everybody THANK U! 

would first like to thank my parents for making the decision to produce children. It must have been hard raising a kid like 
jrie. ove you, as much as I like to deny it. I'd like to acknowledge some people: Sarahbear (nee sarah naas) thank you for 
eing my Pikachu. Sometimes you introduce me to people and its really awkward. But I love you. Victoria Miltenberger! Don't 
e a armed that I'm thanking you. It's just that you've been there when I need to tell someone those stupid secrets I can't tell 

g^one e'se- And I never get sick of your... renditions of.. Lil Wayne and D4L and what have you.. Okay that was a lie. I must 
so ank Tobias for being Tobias. I love you, Tobias. Can't wait for you to buy me McDonalds when I move to Norway 



'01 

Wow, senior year's here already! I can't believe high school is almost over! I would like to thank my dad and my stepmom; 
Jaye Lynn for always being here for me and helping me throughout life; I love you guys so much! Also to my mom; I Love 
You :). Cari, I want to thank you for being my best friend and the best sister. You have helped me through so much in life, and 
that means so much to me, I LOVE YOU! Thanks also to my two best friends here at SHAPE; Lindsay Hoover and Jasmine 
Leverett, I love you both and you mean the world to me. I wish you could have been here this year, Shakira Jefferson I miss 
you! I will never forget my senior year and thanks to everyone for making it memorable. Never be afraid to chase your dreams 
and live life fo the fullest! SENIORS 2011! 
-Torie-

aSSh A 

G?ou>on 
First off, I would like to thank my family for putting up with me for the last eighteen years. They pushed me to be better at 

everything, and I would have never gotten anywhere without them. I would like to thank the encouraging coaches and teachers 
who helped me out. And lastly, I would like to thank all my friends at SHAPE especially the Senior Class for being such good 
friends, and for the awesome times we had. And some friendly advice for you guys to follow, (trust me): "A smart person knows 
what to say; a wise person knows whether or not to say it". -- unknown. 

Goliad ŷMowJ:afui> 
Congratulations Class of 2011!!! We finally made it to the end. For me it was a great experience and honor to be a senior at 

SHAPE American High School. First of all, I would like to give special thanks to my parents and my little sister for supporting 
me all those years. I really owe them a lot, since I could never have accomplished any of these without their guidance and 
understanding. In addition, I would also like to show my appreciation to all of my teachers, especially Ms. Dellert, Ms. Harper, 
Mr. Styles, Mr McKenzie, Mr. Novak, Ms. Johansen, Mr. Blasio, Ms. Biggs, Mr.DuBose, Ms. Stewart, Ms. Lamb, and Mr. 
McLain. They really taught me lots of things about their courses and about life, in general.Finally, I would really like to thank all 
of my friends: Billy, Konstantinos, Haris, Rafail, Valerios, Anastasis, Dedalos, Evan, loanna, Evridiki, Angeliki, Konstantina, 
Nana, George, Stavros, Stathis, Nick, Maria, Maria. Let's not forget about my international friends!!! I will see you guys after 
school. Paidia perasame teleia, ta kalytera xronia!!! Tha ta thymamai kai tha sas skeftomai me nostalgia... Kali antamwsislin 
patrida kai oxi mono ;) 

Well, that's all I have to say... Now it is my turn to live the real life and hopefully, succeed, and as they say, "The End Of 
Something Is The Beginning Of Something Else". 

ŷMeuicelina ̂ /̂ /ajtlocfv 
This time finally came, graduation. I was waiting for this moment and now I want to go back in time and experience this once again. However, 

this would not be memorable without the help of some special people. This is why I want to thank all the people who made these past 3 years so 
memorable for me, but especially I would like to thank my parents. Kochani rodzice, dziekuje warn za trud wlozony w moje wychowanie, za milosc i 
usmiech, za pogodne dni peine radosci i szczescia, za Wasza pomoc i wsparcie w kazdej chwili mojego zycia. 

Next I would like to thank all of my teachers who had a great impact on my education. Here I would like to thank one of my best teachers ev 
had. Mr. Root, thank you for inspiring me, giving me your time and always helping with good advice. Thank you for being such a great teacher. 

Now I would like to thank a special person, my boyfriend. Krystian, this special thank you goes to you for making me believe that the wor is a 
better place with somebody whom you love no matter what.Dziekuje Ci za to, kim jestes i za to, kim ja stalam sie dzieki Tobie. 

Finally, I want to thank all of my friends who were there for me every time I needed them and never failed me. 

Congratulations Class 2011! We finally made it! 



jy{/ada o/̂ azaua 
This has been the greatest year I've had in High School and it's because of my great friends. I thank them for being there for 

me 24/7 for partying with me until we crash, and for just being amazing friends. I also thank my parents for being there for me 
every step of the way. If it wasn't for them I wouldn't have made it through High School. I hope everyone enjoyed this last year 
as much as I did. This has been an experience I'll never forget. I hope we meet again sometime in life. Good luck on your new 
beginnings. Co ngratulations to us, seniors, class 20111 

Dale Carnegie once said that if life gives you lemons, you make lemonade. Well, in my life I may not have been handed too 
many lemons, but the ones that came my way were foiled in their citric attempts, never making it to me before being skinned, 
juiced, sugared, and dressed with a tiny umbrella by my ever loving family. My Mom and Dad have protected me and 
sweetened my life in every possible way. Every laugh they drew from me, every story they told me, every unknown word they 
uttered (which was quite a few), every reason I didn't understand, and every time they told me they loved me, added together 
to make me the person I am today. In every way I succeed, it is thanks to all they have done for me. My siblings, Philip, Sarah, 
and James, added the colorful umbrella to my already blessed life. They never ceased to keep my life interesting. My partner 
in crime, Philip, girly laughing at random things with Sarah, and wrestling with James kept me smiling no matter where we 
moved. And thanks to all the friends who ever welcomed me into their lives and helped make going to 3 different high schools 
a gift rather than a nightmare. And last but not least, I'd like to thank someone that I've cultivated a deep and meaningful 
relationship with, and without whose help I never would have graduated. Thank you Google! 

7  n  f i l  

Înnellese 
Can't believe we all made it here, SENOR YEAR! First off I have to give thanks to God, without Him in my life I wouldn't know 

what to do. I have to give thanks to my family, thank you guys for always loving and supporting me. Mom and Dad I'm so glad I 
have ya'll as parents because no one else would know how to let me grow up to and become a good person the way you have. 
Alissa and Angelina ya'll are the best two little sisters in the world. I would also like to thank all my teachers who helped get me 
to this point. And last but not least I have to give thanks to all my friends who helped make my years at SHAPE ones I'll never 
forget. Ya'll are like my second family. Jatavia don't worry I haven't forgotten to give you a special thanks. You truly are my best 
friend in the whole wide world. Love you all! And Go SHAPE! Class of 2011-Congrats guys! 

?->rrriU (Dzoic ru> 
would 'Sn t *° sa^ '!'e 'sn * 9°°d- '*'s iust deep down life is hard-the kind of hard your parents told you it 

Beds have to be made. Bills have to be paid. Hard things happen. But we learn to live with these things, most often overcome 
em, and sometimes even come to appreciate them! And through the hard times, we see that life can be beautiful. 

Congrats Class 2011. 



Time to start now for real! School phase is done! 
I would like to thank my parents for every single thing they taught me and also for giving me this oppotunity of living in SHAPE 
for a while! 
I would like to mention the Spanish girls, Duo Babio, Paula, Ele Esparza, Nanna, "Sabe", Picky y Patita, la Promo 111 y mis 
ninas madrilehas! Thank you all for every moment we shared, they were so especial! 
This international experience has made me to grown up so much. I will never forget it! 

CONGRATULATIONS SENIORS '11!! 

c tfalou+ia £?a&fiarn 
First of all I want thank God and my parents for always being there for me. Without them I would not be where I am today. To 

Javonte, Jean, Jasmine, Justice, and Jordan I love you guys and thank you. To all of my friends, you know who you are, I love 
you and thank you for always being there when I needed you and putting up with me lot. Wow! I can't believe my high school 
years are over. 

Congratulations seniors 2011 

,l 
t_$6a>ylee 

I f  If I had a chance to go through my four years of high school all over... I would never take that chance.:) Only because every 
little mistake, or improvement I made throughout these past years made me who I am now. I'm happy with ail of the memories 
and lessons I ve learned, and I will carry these experiences with me for the rest of my life. Coming to SHAPE High School 
during my junior year has been hard but really rewarding. It gave me the chance to set higher goals for myself. 
I am inspired by my friends and classmates here at SHAPE to do better now and after graduation. I've learned that chanqe is 
better than nothing 

Pi - j 4  
Just about a month from now I'm set adrift, with a diploma for a sail and lots of nerve for oars. 

Congratulations Class of 2011! 



In the words of Albus Dumbledore, "Time is making fools of us again." My time here at SHAPE has flown by so quickly and I 
appreciate everyone who has made it all such a fabulous experience. Mom, Dad, Al, and Dave: You're the best family ever. 
Thank you so much for always encouraging me and supporting me through everything. The last baby bird is leaving the nest! 
Let's blow this clambake. Molly: Merlin's beard!! know I make angry faces at you all the time but I'm just kidding. I promise. 
Actually though, you're adorable and every time you wear that Winnie the Pooh sweatshirt it puts a smile on my face. We're 2/3 
of the greatest recycling team in the business, along with the epic Super Melyssa. Speaking of which, I have an anecdote...:) 
AJ: ARE YOU AWARE? W e're totes preshskies & purrrrfect. I expect the MerPer to become a big hit in Canada. You're gr8 and 
we will have to continue our series ot signature ballet poses! Little monsters forever! PAWS UP. Luciie, Rachel, Liz, and Damien: 
I love you kids! You're too sweet and you never fail to make me laugh. Ellen: We look good in banana suits, (or sure. Alexa: Our 
covert videotaping skills are incredible. Computer lab shenanigans junior year = the best. Ms. Stewart: Thank you x 1000000 for 
putting up with all the craziness of the Women in Science/X&Y Chromosome Club! We couldn't have done any ot it without you. 
To my lovely friends from the class of 2010 (Emily, Jenn, Frances, Melissa, Jordan): Thank you so much for a ridiculous year. I 
love you ladies! SENIORS, it's been real. I'm so proud of all ot us -- we did it! "And now, Harry, let us step out into the night and 
pursue that flighty temptress, adventure." 

jr&ackatif £?uce 
Endlich! 

I cannot express the magnitude of my happiness that senior year has arrived. High School has been first and foremost the 
best time of my life. There are so many experiences in this school I will probably never forget. First I would like to thank God and 
my Dad and Joann for supporting me always no matter what and whenever I needed help. I would like to thank so many of my 
friends for making SHAPE bearable and completely hysterical. Thank you; Mitchell( I'm tripping in), Giant( eye drops!), Mijo(but 
please shut up), Tyler St. Cyr( HEY Y'ALL DON'T SAY THAT), Nathan Dewolf( ESL STUDENT), Trent Castro( Dolphin Boy!), 
Billy( Goofy dude), Ryan Valentine( Where's your pink suit?), Cory Wheelis( Yo, what did that dude just say?), Michelle 
Schonberg, Isa Bandin, Jonathan Canei, Laura EYEYOUSO, The Elena's, the rest of the SHAPE Spanish family, Jake(Troll!), 
Martin( Wizard!), Aj Weir(GLEE buddy), Maria( Glee Buddy also), James Workman, Ricky Andrews, Marcus Arias, David 
Brackett, Briana, Frederik Reese, Carly and most of all Sam Rottman who is my best friend and almost like my brother. OH! I 
almost forgot teachers where would I be without; Ms. Harris, Mr. McKwenzie, Mr. Novak, and Mr. Blasio! If I forgot to mention 
you, it's probably because this message is being written extremely late and I'm surviving off hot chocolate and Glee, so no 
offense if I did. To end on a serious note, I would to congratulate the class of 2011 and remind everyone to never forget where 
we come from, we are Spartans. Shout out to the Gypsy Kings and the Dolphin Boys! 

D̂arrtien 
"Emancipate yourselves from mental slavery, none but ourselves can free our minds, have no fear for atomic energy, 'cause 

none of them can stop the time. How long shall they kill our prophets, while we stand aside and look? Ooh! Some say it's just 
part of it, We've got to fullfil the book." 

-Bob Marley. 

SHAPE has been great. I am happy to have been able to come to Belgium and finish off my years at SHAPE. I'm surrounded 
an,?h m3ny amazin9 PeoP'e and all the different nationalities have been awesome. It's been a great experience and I couldn't be 

y appier the way my last two years have been. 

Thanks to all my friends and family for everything. Take care and see ya'll around! 



The good times of today, are the sad thoughts of tomorrow. It's been a long, exciting, interesting, and hazy trip to say the 
least;) Thank God high school is over. I don't want to write a long message, basically, I want to thank my parents for putting up 
with all my bull... and always being by my side to help me through anything I couldn't do on my own. Even though I don't show 
it, I love you guys to death and I wouldn't have made it without you. Also I want to thank my amazing girlfriend for always being 
there for me no matter what and I'm so lucky to have her. I love you Miriam! Lastly, my friends from SHAPE, let me just say... 
i Thanks guys for all the memories amazing memories ;) 

eiina ̂ 'o/rK̂ utna 
Tennesse, California, Kentucky, Michigan, North Carolina, Texas, Belgium... I find it's not the places you've lived that you miss 

but the people you knew there. Growing up in the military all of us as Senior's know what it is like to move and meet new people. 
However, I will never forget my parents, teachers, and friends. I love you all and God Bless. 

r 

\ * 
Proud to be a Spartan since 1 moved here in Belgium. These 3 years have been an aweome experience in my life. Thanks 

to everyone. 1 am h onored to have made it this far; from the young years of kindergarten, getting ready for elementary, which 
preps us for junior high, then high school. 1 have always been scared to death about being a senior, but it feels great. Senior 
year arrived with all the support my parents could give. Mom, dad and all my teachers and coaches, you guided me through 
and showed me the path and door 1 have walked down and opened me up to insights; you have always been there for me. 
Thanks for motivatiing me to strive for the extra mile. And mom and dad thanks for taking the opportunity to be in Europe. It is 

1 an incredible experience at SHS, making memories 1 most definitely won't forget. Life is too short to wake up in the morrning 
i' I j regrets, so love the people who treat you right. Forget about the ones who don't, and believe that everything happens for 
L | a reason. If you get a chance, take it. If it changes your life, let it. Nobody said that it would be easy; they just promised it 

would be worth it. High School's over and done. Go seniors! Class of 2011, Here we come. 

IE 
Kool aid and frozen pizza --this a work of art I ain't talkin Mona Lisa. Mac Millerzy is a goon! Everybody here at SHAPE whos 

been chill, thank you. Those of you who haven't been so chill, go eat jell-o while a whale spews in your direction. I'm not about o 
start name dropping but to name a few of the people who have been particularly goonish: Canada (for the first week you were 
there and I thought you were Adam Sandler), Ryan (I still occasionally mistake you for Bill Cosby), Cory (you got called Jake by 
those Moroccan dudes we met at the African Park), Trent (I remember you chasing after me down a street), Nick W (you scare 

jn me when I was picking a movie), Moose (you broke my xbox! And you got hit on by that dude at the tois fous), Zach (we re from 
th© same cloth), Jake (you're a troll!), Martin (you're a wizard), David Brackett (you thought I was Casper), AJ (we had a crazy 

999 road trip), Nathan (you moved and I cried). I'm sorry if I left anyone out but I'm sure I'll do a round with all of you at O'Malleys 
June 9th! And by O'Malley's I mean McDonalds and a round of burgers. Kate, you've made SHAPE so much better, and in cas 
we break up and people laugh at this, I'll deal with the awkwardness, I love you! 11 we're done! 

m 



ĉ euuA &ftarLcZak 

"Graduation is a time of completion, of f inishing, of an ending, however, it is also a time of celebration of achievement and a 
beginning for the new graduate." Catherine Pulsifer 

Congratulations Class of 2011! 

B̂uana ZEftanle 
"Life is one big road with lots of signs. So when you riding through the ruts, don't complicate your mind. Flee from hate, 

mischief and jealousy. Don't bury your vision to reality. Wake Up and Live!" 
-Bob Marley 

Congratulations 2011!! 

cJoanna (sstavilrtfHjL 
IT IS SENIOR YEAR ALR EADY! Who could have imagined that time would go by so fast and that high school would be 

over so soon? In this journey so far I have been accompanied by different people, everyone being unique. My lovely parents, 
Dimitris and Maria, who have guided me in my life so far. They have given me the best advice I could ask for and they have 
always been by my side. I love you. My grandmother Androula, pou toso poli latreuw kai pou panta me voitha kai me 
uposthrizei. My young brother Stavros because he just gave meaning to my dull life even though he is whining all the time 
above my head and teases me. Koukleeee I love you :). My best friends Konstantina and Angeliki for laughing all the time with 
our lame jokes. Ilias, Konstantinos ( Hanibalito), Maria A kai B' as well as the rest of the Greeks!:) My friends from Greece for 
giving me courage to continue on. Everyone that made me laugh these three years in Belgium and cheered me up. I will 
never forget you! A big thank you goes to my favorite teachers ever for giving me inspiration; Mr. DuBose, Mr. McKenzie, Mr. 
Novak and Mr. Root. And remember "Do not follow where the path may lead. Go, instead, where there is no path and leave a 
trail". 
SENIORS 2011! 
Peace & Love 
loanna Stavrinou 

<yMa%irnilian 6Efteirihoff 
irst of all I d like to thank my whole family for all their support for more than 12 years of education. Without you I wouldn't be 

edr m n°W!! Tbank you!! Then ld ,ike t0 thank all my teachers, counselors, and supervisors for all the valuable advise and 
uca |on which made me a better person! I'd also like to thank all my friends who were there when I needed them! Ilias, 

fun^r ^ J°Seph thank V°u for a" the funny conversations we had in Language Arts 12! Ilias thank you for teaching me all the 
ny reek stuff and for being a good friend! I won't forget it for sure :D! Najbardziej dziekuje wszystkim Polakom za wasze 

Juliap6, Z? byC'e tUt^' 23 przytecia" mnie do waszego gronu... Ania, Ada, Gabi, Marcelina, Oliwia, Aleksandra, Paula, Kasia, 
Aleks ariWel'Gerard'' cala reszta! Bez was nie bylo by tak swietnie i bede bardzo za wami tesknil i rownierz dziekuje 
AFjROTrr 'm'ty 'Adasiow' Heinsiusowi za wasze bezcenne wsparcie!!! :D I don't want to forget to thank the BE-931st 
Maste S ps which made the two years in this school a really awesome expierence! Thank you Major Harris and Senior 
foraetth trnf"1 Ewin^ for a" your suPPort and for all you've taught me! You really made me a better citizen and I will never 
Class of ?ni y°U BE"931st Staff Class of 2011 for this amazing year! I wish I could write more but finally I'd like to thank the 
SPARTANS'" [T 3n 'ncredible year and ' wish you a 9ood ''*e and a lucky future! Class of 2012: Now it's your turn!! GO 



'Slî abetta ^T^olla 

I would like to say thank you for my parents and my sister for all the love and support they gave me over the years. I would 
also like to thank my friends for their support and understanding, I don't need to mention names - you all know who you are, 
and I don't want to leave out anyone. 

When words become unclear, I shall focus with photographs. When images become inadequate, I shall be content with 
silence. -Ansel Adams 

Congratulations Class of 2011! 

First of all, I would like to thank very much my parents for letting me have an opportunity like this. Even though I never let you 
know how much I enjoyed SHAPE, I think you found out. Thank you! Second I would like to thank my amazing brother for 
everything: Fede ti voglio bene, grazie per essermi stato sempre vicino. You are without doubt the best brother I could hope for. 
Of course I couldn't have been able to do it through school without my friends. Thank you Carmen, Kim, Federica, Madalena, 
Fede, Alice, Fabio, Salvo, Marti, Konstantina, Manu, Guille, Arynn, Elena, and all my other friends. You know who you are. 
Thanks also to Lidia, Gaia, Ross, for always being there. Last but not least, I would like to thank all my teachers, especially Ms. 
Dellert and Mr. Mitchell. 
Nonni, grazie per tutto. Vi penso sempre, mi mancate. 
Love you all! And congrats class of 2011! We did it! 

O^alentine 
There is much to say in this message but I will sum it all up ... My years at SHAPE since the first moment I got here have been 

inevitable. I met a lot of interesting individuals. I would like to give a special thanks to my friends, well, there are many names but 
you all know who you are. Still blazin, still blazin... LET'S BOUNCE! 

^Manuel O êla 
First of all, I would like to thank my family. Dad and Mom, you have been helping me throughout these years constantly-1 

have no words to explain how amazing you are, I owe you so much. Mek and Mery, I love you mucheeesemo mis 
harmanitasll! You have always been there in the good times but especially in the bad times. I believe that you are not only 
best and most beautiful sisters in the world; you are also my best friends. I would also like to thank my friends (brothers). 
Barbol, Lanza, Don Bosco, Termo, Calenta..., Colombiano, Romario, Action man, Donald, Onda, Canada, Moroccan, 
Cabezon, Alex and Cinderella, Fredson da Souza, the Ryan, the Putay... If I missed anyone then you are not that imP°^a 

haha, nooo JK. Mr. Blasio or Blasien, thank you so much for everything you taught me in and out of the field, you have e 
like a third grandpa. Finally, I would like to thank Raquelita, eres una chica unica en la que siempre me pude apoyarcuan 
me hizo falta ayuda. Gracias por haber estado junto a mi estos arios tan felices BU-GUS. 



Don'l really know what to say so just a thanks to all who helped me and made it a little easier to stay sane during these years. 
It's been a bumpy ride but I got through it all the same. I'm gonna miss the firends I've made and wish it didn't end here but time 
stops for no man. Thanks for everyone putting up with my brand of insanity especially when it is hard for me to stand it myself. 
Thanks to family for supporting me and I couldn't have done it without you. Now I'm off to face the future and what comes up of 
it. Thanks to all and good-bye. 

To be a complete nerd," it's Wingardium LeviOsa', not 'Leviosaaa!" SHAPE, you have helped me transition from that 
confused ginger who couldn't move his feather in charms class, to a confident and motivated individual who is now levitating 
like a pro. Thank you Family for your love, support, and being persistent with your "AJ moving to Europe will be good for you" 
shenanigans. Luciie Martin, you made my time here at SHAPE worth it, thanks for being always being there for me. Maria 
Perry, X&Y Chrome club, A Ballerina Project, and HP are just a few things we obsessed over, I will obvskies continue the 
MerPer forever. Tyler St.Cyr, (Tetris Piece) thanks for making my senior year a joy ride at about 150m/h. Cory Wheelis, yeah 
you fell asleep 1st in Paris, but you have had me laughing all year, thanks a lot. Molly Kisner, my oeil oie, learning about 
Bambi 2 has never been more exciting, i'm sure after all those long bus rides you're now an expert in Canadian geography 
and population demographics haha. Elena Martinez, you have been such an amazing friend, thank you so much for always 
being real with me, always being so happy, and being genuinely excited about things I say. Zach Price, Thanks for being the 
only other super style guy with me, much appreciated haha. Kate Tait, you have always been there for me on my best and 
worst days, thank you so much. To everyone else, thank you. Thank you for being such true friends, for cheering me up, and 
for believing in me, my past 2 years here would have been impossible without all of you. Congratulations class of 2011! 

High school, so that is where the last twelve years of my life has gone! Seems like it was just yesterday I was saddling up for 
my first day of grade school, and now I'm graduating, WHAT? Time sure does fly when you are... in school. I want to start by 
thanking my mom and pops, without them I wouldn't be born. I want to thank God for helping me through the days. I want to 
thank those people who make High School great; Tyler (zombie fighting partner, ALWAYS), Trent (he's not Puerto Rican), 
Canada (what did you say?), Nathan (RIP...jk), Mr. Valentine, Moose (your nose looks amazing), Chris and Gregg (aw, cousins), 
Serina (my little big sister), Zach (Glee is just a glorified HSM), Ellen (you're silly), Martin (you're a wizard), and Lindsay (known 
you forever, sorry for the acorns), and to all the other Sen11ors, WE MADE IT. Quick shout out to the juniors, you just aren't 
quite on my level, but maybe soon. To the Little Turtle Keystone Club, keep the legacy alive. Finally I want to thank all the 
teachers who have helped me along the way, and as a closing to this chapter of my life, I bid you all a good day. 
(P.S. To Josh Wheelis, you better represent.) 

I wo ly0U S° mUCh t0 a" *ami|y ancl Wends who have supported and guided me no matter what. 
hj .u a^e never have thought that life would have, or could have, rewarded me in all the ways that it has. During my life in 
ConrT't i •' haV6 learned that no matter what, you should never let things get in the way of what you are striving towards, 
all th f at'°ns t0 the C|ass o{ 2011 i we made it, and we now stand here as we prepare for life after high school, taking with us 
who d 'n °r,mat'on we ^ave ,earr|ed. One quote I will always remember is; "He who asks a question is a fool for five minutes; he 
nf „ °6Sn 1IS a *00'for '^e'"so don't be afraid to ask for help if you don't understand. Be yourself and walk forward through all 

s creases and stand strong, no matter what. 



First of all I would like to express my gratitude to my parents for giving me this fantastic opportunity to come 
to SHAPE. I would like to thank all my friends for all the great times and support every step of the way and a 
big thank you to all the teachers who supported and encouraged me in my academic and sports 
achievements. It's been a great honor and a pleasure living here for six years, and meeting so many new 
people and making so many new friendships. Have a great summer and good luck to all the seniors in 
college. 

Wow, the school is over! Kind of hard to believe ... 
I want to thank my family for supporting me throughout these years and always believing in me. I am very thankful to my 
friends who appreciate and love me (I hope) just for who I am. Even though I didn't spend much time in SHAPE, I feel like I've 
grown up a lot since I came here. I realized and started appreciating many things I hadn't noticed before. I've met so many 
different and interesting people whom I would never meet under any other circumstances. And that's the most amazing gift of 
SHAPE. But, going back to thanks, I want to thank all the teachers who helped me throughout the years (well, only two). 
There are so many people I want to thank, but there's not enough space on this page to name them all. 
I hope I won't lose contact with people I've met, and maybe someday, we will all meet up! 
Congrats, CLASS OF 2011 !!! 

r 
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>rnln ryMa/rirncidoj> 
First of all, I would like to say thank you to all the teachers, coaches, and students that I have met during my six years at 

SHAPE American High School. They have been great, supportive, and encouraging. Because of the international community, 
I have learned about different cultures and had many great experiences. I am proud to say that I am a 2011 graduate at this 
school and I wish the best to everyone. Senior year may only come once in our lives, so try to have the best time because it is 
a story never to forget. 

Hamaia Ugurlar! (Good luck to everyone) 

Thank you to everyone who has supported me for the past three years. It was a great joy to be with you all in my high 
school time. First of all I want to thank my family for supporting me no matter what the condition was. Thanks to all my friends 
who helped me every time I needed them and also my teachers who did as much as they could do for my benefit. I will be 
remembering the best of the memories I have, thanks to all of you. Also good luck to all of the new coming freshmen and wish 
you seniors the best of your times! 

i 
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.Mod likely to be caughl 
looking in a mirror 

Mtod likely to eell ad on the 
itreelo of dd'ario 

deiaid drftanczah 

0liu>ia iMiyc 

. Mod likely to have a platinum 
lecord 

Jdtondanlinoo 'tdioudoazakoo 
dffiachel 0eg/drill 

. Mod hkely to break an 
awkward oilence 

Soiha iMatoen 

// 



^dtod likely la deep thiaagh an 

eadhnaake 

jytnthony 'Piece 

,/Mod likely to vain fhd place in 

a maialhon 

,/Mod likely to get accepted 

intoy/Caioeud 
, /Hod likely to be in the STBolehoi 

/Ballet 

,/Mod likely to compete in the 

20 d2 (Plympico 

t/alien /Bioaghlon 

,/Mod likely lo be listening to 

rnueie 24/7 

yan 
//lada (s/Paiaiio 

c/liao ,/Moudakio 

/lien1 Hi a,, puny 

/Mod likely to be tefeteed to ac 

the ,ctdUu>t> c&tomri 

J?cV/eii 

,yMod likely to be late foe 

giadualion 

1/te.nl cftlactio 

Sliiabelh ̂ tovalhei 
,//tyan r/'aJenlii 

. /M/id likely to vain an ileal 

c/otef 'ddadei 

Sluatelta 7/olla 

,/lod likely to voce then cell 

phone fiom a burning building 

dbmite (Pzohnc 
SPaala //Umka 

J 
, /Mod likely to dad a hend 



to laugh way aftei 
a y>ke 10 told 

, /Mod likely to have leauty and 

btaine 
, /Had likely to be an undeieooei 

uyiedieto 

_ /liainu,, iiuao 
c&aiol ̂ dldle 

,c3en(jarrun Sngel 
Q&aciie M̂ad in 

îSoty cŴ heelie 

.Sdehley S/iihoon 

ĵMod likely lo bud out in 

landorn cong ot dance 
, /iled likely lo give you a hind 

wotd on a down day 
, /Siod likely to be good unth 

children 

££uzana JdCieoeooa 
Sdnnelieee 0dicc 

.died likely to be I he negt 

SjM0ale* 

, /dlagj-nu lian Sdtetnhoff 
gSedeucaydienwla 

, /Mod likely to be in the know 

(Siena gtBlachmon 
djdoue , /diillenbeigei 

. /th>d likely to be a diouldei to 

ciy on 

S'&iiana SBiggo 

A 

JdZ/aeh td\ice 
gphiana Sdtanley 

djdhe Sdtettied <£>yee 

cpdhico gjSLiedy 

Catania I Paiharn 

Sluilleirrio 'tdaiciar, /Manoz 
Siena StSalna 

Tpylet Sdt. 'ddyi 
c0odi HaiUHC-

ddhe id/weeled SPeuone 

i' anuoon SBotdete 
Saytee SPatteuon 



Molly Kisner Ellen Campany Erika Larsen Marcus Arias Carol Mills AJ Weir Liz Crowther 

l£S V APEMS 

Ernest Hemingway 
one of the most celebrated authors who lived in the 19th century, 
is a focal point of study in Mr. Novak's AP Literature & Composition 
class. From Wednesday until Saturday, AP Lit traveled all around 
Paris learning and experiencing things from Hemingway s life as 
well as living like a true Parisian. Piling in and out of the Metro, 
going to his many apartments, drinking coffee in cafes Hemingway 
often wrote in, visiting the Musee D'Orsay, hanging out under the 
Eiffel tower, even going to Harry's Bar, one of Hemingway's 
favourite places to grab a beer. The trip wasn't all fun and games 
though. Student's were to have presentations ready before 
departure to Paris, sometimes working for up to 25 hours on the 
assignment, and they then had the chance to educate the class a 
little bit on Hemingway's fascinating life. The class of AP Lit '10/11 
definitely discovered Hemingway. 

I talk about the AP Literature trip to Paris 
as much as I am late to 5th period. The 

pure amount of research and reading we 
did for the trip made me feel as if Paris 
was my own before we even got there 

What better way to learn then by sipping 
tea at intimate cafes in the same booth 

that Picasso and Hemingway used to get 
drunk? That's right. There is no other 

way. The banks of the Seine are magical 
because of the countless conversations 

and crepes we had on them, and the 
miles we travelled will go on my list as 
the longest, coldest, most enjoyable 
hand-cramping walks I've ever had. I 

wouldn't have wanted it any other way. 

— Liz Crowther 

"Paris was 
J amazing! I'll 

H never look at 
! yRj Hemingway the 

same. It was all 
thanks to my 

my 
roomates (509), 

I— Mr. Novak's 
insights as well 

Cory Wheelis as Mrs. England 
and Mrs. 
Yamamoto." 

" twas awesome." 

Carol 

AJ Weir, Cory Wheelis, Marcus Arias, 
Tyler St. Cyr, Erika Larsen, and Maria A 
|Perry all work fastidiously on their tfA 
Humals in La Closier des Lilas, a cafe iW 
§|pmingway was known to write in. 





fair 

hat 

And so we talked all night about the rest of our 
lives, where we're gonna be when we turn 25,1 
keep thinking times will n ever change, keep on 
thinking things will a lways be the same, but when 
we leave this year we won't be coming back. No 
more hanging out 'cause we're on a different track, 
and if you got something that you need to say, you 
better say it r ight now 'cause you don't have 
another day, 'cause we're moving on and we can't 
slow down, these memories are playing like a film 
without sound, and I k eep thinking of that night in 
June, I did n't know much of love, but it came too 
soon, and there was me and you, and then we got 
real blue, stay at home talking on the telephone, 
and we would get so excited and we'd get so 
scared, laughing at ourselves thinking life's not 

and this is how it feels. As we go on, we 
, al l the times we had together, and as 

lives change, from whatever, we will still be, 
forever. So if we get the big jobs, and we 

the big money, when we look back now, will 
jokes still be funny? Will w e still remember 

ng we learned in school? Still be trying to 
every single rule, will little brainy Bobby be 

stockbroker man? Can Heather find a job that 
't interfere with her tan? I ke ep, keep thinking 
it's not goodbye, keep on thinking it's a time to 

fly. Will we think about tomorrow like we think 
about now? Can we survive it out there? Can we 
make it somehow? I g uess I tho ught that this 
would never end and suddenly it's like we're 
women and men. Will the past be a shadow that 
will follow us 'round? Will these memories fade 
when I le ave this town? I ke ep, keep thinking that 
it's not goodbye. Keep on thinking it's a time to fly. 

Vitamin C - Graduation 



senior congratulatory ads: 

llias Moustakis 138 
Briana Biggs 139 
Benjamin Engel 140 
Cullen Broughton 141 
Sarah Cox 142 
Elena Fabra 143 
Rachel O'Neill 144 
Lucy Martin 145 
Justin Vining 146, 148 
Andrea Dargie 147 
Sonia Martin Martin 148 
Erica Larsen 149 
Tyler St. Cyr 150 

Zach Price-Calabar 151 
Briana Stanley 152 
Lindsay Hoover 153 
Elizabetta Tolla 154 
Maximilion Steinhoff 154 
Marcus Arias 155 
Jake DeWitt 155 
Maria Perry 156 
A J Weir 157 
Tierra Blackmon 158 
Justin Davis 159 
Federica Memola 160 
Rebecca Fralick 160 

Ryan Valentine 161 
Codi Garrow 161 
Anneliese Ortiz 162 
Jatavia Parham 163 
Ellen Campany 164 
Serina Somaratna 165 
Jason Tyler Moose 166 
Trent Castro 167 
Cameron Border 168 
Angeliki lliopoulou 169 
Molly Kisner 170 
Gregg Ryan 170 
Christopher Riedy 170 



>u move jpn 
Iiiako, 
I want you to know that I am very proud of 
being your little sister and I will miss you a 
lot!!! By the way, remember ^ 

know that wi 
and ounJfHe 
grow! 
Mom and Dai 

Since your arrival, you 
brought joy to our lives. 
We have cherished every second we have spent 
with you in these 18 years of your life. You are a 
gifted person and we feel lucky being your ^ 
parents. Son, congratulations on what you have.* 
accomplished! We are very proudj 
wish you happiness and i 
to the next step in life. WJ 
you go, no matter hov 

way, remember 
| always be here 

for you, to hear you and 
support you! 
Good luck 
Your sister, Konstantina 

M | 

IVJuuatukld 
"Don't aim for success if 
you want it; just do what 
you love and believe in, 
and it will come 
naturally 

-David Frost 





itsitfa/rwsi 

"Be strong in the Lord. 
Never give up hope. 
You're going to do great things, I already know. 
God's got His hand on you, so don't live life in fear. 
Forgive and forget, but don't forget why you're here. 
Take your time and pray. Thank God for each day." 

--"The Words I Would Say" by Sidewalk Prophets 

We are so proud to call you our 
son. We love you beyond words 
WP will always be here for you. 

your Grandfather would say, 
Life's worth living. Get on with 

it!" 
Mom and D 



er, Christian, 
fer. Your 
iny over the 

lien Joseph Br ought on 
•/can do everything through He who 
gives me strength. 

Philippians 4:13 

Kjlen, H 
|You are a wonderful 

Hstudent^athlete and 
have been 

we know that this i 

nning of great things to j 
been your one great passion since you 

were five years old and it has been a 
pleasure to watch you grow both on and off 
the field. We are so proud of the young man 
you have become and we will always be here 
to support you. 

We love you, 
Mom and Dad 



Hey kiddo.l'm writing this letter 8,000 miles 
and trying to wrap my mind around the conce| 
college. My little sister... you aren't so little anyi 
Well, you'll always be my little sister, even when I'm one hundl 
two and you're one hundred. Get that in your head now, it's 
changing for a long, long while. All right, so here comes thi 
I ac t like I am a wise older brother. 
Sarah, be prepared for the biggest change of your life. You 
seal a chapter of your life and spread your wings. It's an a' 
feeling, because you suddenly realize from here on out, you It® 
the big choices for yourself. It's also going to feel a little dai 
also remember your family will always be there for you. Lit] 
advice, though, keep in touch, it keeps people happy, believj 
me. 
Just remember, despite all the stuff that'll be going on at 
University, grades are what matters, ft sounds pretty 
straightforward right now, where you/Would say something 
like "Wes, I'm not stupid." Believe me though, when you 
get there, you'll know what I m ean. 
You're going to do great though. You've grown into a very 
intelligent young woman who can tackle the Woblems that 
head your way. You have pushed yourself to your limits and 
tested your boundaries. Have faith in yourself and \ ou w ill 
go very far with whatever you decide to do. And whatever 
happens, I wi ll always have your back. You ever need .unfiling 
at anytime, you just call me. 
Love you Sarah. 
Always have and always will, 
Your Brother,Wesley 

•<*2 

It is hard to create that perfect pearl of w isdom for 
You are alreaiK that pearl, though still being 

lofished. You do so many things and do them well. 
tavt^WIys had such a streak of 

|KLjependen< e about you. Even as a little girl you were 
•^Huggable but you were so independent that you 

pised to be held. Now that you are a beautiful 
iung lady going out in the world, may that same 

independence serve you well. As E. E. Cummin gs says 
so eloquently:"!® be nobody but yourself in a world 
which is doing its best, night and day, to make you 
everybody else means to fight the hardest battle whic 
any human being can fight; and never stop 
figh(jng."Now the rest of the world will be giving you 
advice and making demands. Remember to use your 
full potential. The world woffl wait for you. You toe 
to catch it and take it by the horn?. We're confident 
that you can handle that. If n ot, don'tforget that 
parents never stop being parents and we will always 
love you and be there for you while you catch your 
breath for round two. 
Love 
Mom and Dad 



HHH 
I have still fresh in my memory wh^i I t ook you in a single arrrii^scii^ 
that you fell as leep but you watched^verywhere with those round 
big eyes, like saying that you wertygoing to take much time in § 
doing it bec ause you were more.interested in watching and 
learning. After a few years, in your new home "at the other side of 
the world", although at the very beginning you did not want to go 
and soon you did not want another thing than return to Spain, 
finally you k new new places,languages and peoples and you 
always wanted to learn more. You were eager to reach your 
majority of age and graduatefm|j4S, and that is now, both things 
have arrived. Now it is when your life as an adult p®I J 
begins, full of ch allenges and responsibilities. 
In your next s tage, the University, everything 
will be m ore complicated, but (as I h ope) 
more rewarding and also beneficial. 
mother and I are very proud of having you 
« our daughter and we thank you for the 
joys that you have given us. From now on, 
you will realiz e th<| everything that you have 
„ecn s'udying these years and that you said that 

you were not going to need", you will begin to 

thino °U Wl" have t0 continue studying and learning new 
thinfih °me t,1em ,wi" be difficult, others won't. You will | 
will i au S°me ren)a'n "seless yet and, nevertheless, the life 
siv» eaC ,u °U t'>at'''s n0'true- You have the skills; we'll i 
Sale iiifd'C'dades, Elena, lo has conseguido!!! 

comete el Mundo.Mama, papa, tu hermana y tu abuela. 





You cannot begin to imagine how proud we are of you, Lucy; our 
little girl, a few months short of her 17th birthday, graduating 
from High School. Do you remember the day, not so long ago, 
that you stood outside our front door at Chipponds Drive, quirky 
little fringe and gingham uniform, ready for your first day at 
school? You've travelled widely since then and made many good 
friends along the way, giving freely of yourself, enriching their 
lives and leaving a lasting impression. You have a certain 
something that makes people of all ages gravitate towards you 
and want to be your friend. In spite of all the positive comments 
directed your way, you remain unashamedly modest, a happy-go-
lucky young lady for whom the glass is always half-full. Your 
purity of thought and deed, enviouslmbeautiful looks and radiant 
personality guarantee attention wherever you go. As the future 
unfolds, people will enter into your life, masquerading as a friend 
and will try to change you. Do not be tempted to change Lulu, 
but do not try to change them. As you depart for pastures new 
and explore many of life's pathways, remember us. You will 
always be a major part of our lives and we will always be here for 
you, Lucy. We think of you and we smile, we look at pictures of 
you and we smile. We think of you growing up and we know you 
will be growing closer to us, wherever you may be. Thank you for 
so many wonderful memories; here's to many, many more. 
Love you sweetie. Muma-Lu and Daddy -x-

Lucy Martin Well, you have finally done it, 
even though you are only 16, ha 
ha. Well done for Graduating! 
Good Luck for the future, even if 
you would rather be a civvy 
pilot, lol. Love Aaron x 

Bello Lucy (: f . 
Congratulations onjour graduation you benous took! 
I'm very proud of you! You're the best friend anyone 
could ever wish for and all the bes^ for the future :D 
Marrying Davey!? 
Lots of love Lydia x <3 



I have learned that if one advances confidently in the direction 
of his dreams, and endeavors to live the life he has imaginedhe 
will meet with a success unexpected in common hours. 

-Henry David Thoreau 

Justin, 
The years have passed so quickly. Arriving at 
SHAPE six years ago, it seemed unfathomable your 
time in high school would pass so quickly. You are 
such a wonderful son, and we are all so very proud 
of the man you are becoming. You have such 
important dreams and as you pursue those dreams, 
you have our unconditional love and unwavering 
support. You have also grown into your role as a 
brother; Jo-Ella is a wonderfully blessed baby to 
have you as part of her life. You are living your life 
as a wonderful example to her. You continue to fill 
our hearts with joy and we feel such pride in the 
young man you are.We are so proud that as 
you have grown up, you have also 
deepened your faith in Christ. Your 
interests have been a true testament 
to the importance of faith in your 
life; may you continue to discern 
your vocation in the coming years. 
You will neve r walk alone- so many 
people are with you to help, to 
listen and to guide. Thank you for 
continuing to be the heart of our 
family with your merciful ways, your 
compassion, your warm conversations 
and your willingness to truly be present. We wouli 
be remiss to neglect to mention your stellar debate 
skills! We love you more than you can ever imagim 
and are filled with joy as you pursue your 
dreams.Love, Mom, Marty, and Jo-Ella 



What lies ahead of you and what lies 
behind you are nothing compared to what 
lies within you. 

-- Oliver Wendell Homes 
Andrea, 
As 1 look at the pictures scattered across my 
desk, my heart is filled with love and gratitude. 
We are so very proud of you!! You have 
accomplished so much and we know that you 
will achieve so many great things in the years to 
come. But more than that, we are so very 
proud of the beautiful and wonderful person 
you are and the incredible spirit that you have 
and will s hare with the world. From the day 
you arrived (on your Mom's very own Birthday! 
and I could never have imagined that I w ould 
receive such a wonderful gift) you have blesse 
every day of our lives. You are a wonderful 
daughter, sister and friend! As you continue 
your journey through life always keep your 
sense of humor, your great work ethic, a 
grateful heart, the knowledge that you are loved 
and go out into the world 
and make your dreams 
;ome true. 

Jlgratulations! 
We Love Yo u, 
your family 
"Mom, Dad, Jenny 
and Alexander 

I 



wy orgullosos de ti y 
legria y felicidad. 
itapa de tuWdaAnte 
A f r d n t a l o s  c o p -

(§onia ̂ hCartin ̂ hCartin 
Hola "chiqui"' 
I ho pe you are happy and proud of what you have 
got, but this is just the beginning of the way, and 
now real life starts, with all the responsibilities, 

but above all, with all the goals... 
Those that you have to have for 

becoming the person you want 
to be, in all the ways, and just 
fighting for them will teach 

you and make you grow, 
but above all, will 
make you appreciate 
happiness. You 

already know that I w ill 
always be next to you for 

whatever you need. It 
doesn't matter what or when...I will always be 
with you for helping you out, as ive ha 
done. I ju st want to wish you to be happy and to 
fight for what you believe in, even if that seems to 
be difficult and you can't see the end of the way 
clearly. You can always get whatever you want, 
and life is for people 
wanting to live it deeply. 
A huge kiss, 
I lo ve you!! 
Patty 

Querida Sonia: 

I;Enhorabuena! Ha sido duro pero al final to has conscguiao. rstpmos, 
queremos decirte que desde ef tmsmo dia que naciste nos llenaste de 
Sin apenas damns cuenta te has hecliu mayor y ahora comienzas r 
abre un mundo lleno de reins y nnnrtunidades que te cstan e 
decision y maximo esfu&ZQ yJksilyMfras conseguir que t 
realidad. Recuerda hija, que la vid.t siempre es maravillosa aun en los mon 
mis dificiles que te toque vivnrySu te desanimes nunca!, to importante es que 

mires siempre hacia adelante v que las decisiones las tomes de manera firme e 
inteligente. Proyecta tu vida con luttimismo y conseguiras ser feliz y 
hacer felices a los demas. Sabes que • mpre estaremos a tu lado 
cuandq nos necesites. 
Nuestra preciosa hija: ;te queremos buKbniinnqpbty, 
We love you for ever. \X 
Mama y Papa. 

My dearest grandson justin, 
I ha ve much pride in you. I've watched 
you grow into a man. When I look at 
you, I se e all the people you have 
loved. I se e your dreams and wishes 
that you have in your life. You make 
me smile, justin. You have touched 
many hearts in your life. Never stop 
making your memories and dreams 
come true. You are such a beautiful 
and loving person. You give so much of 
yourself to others. I p ray that Cod's 
many blessings will be yours - today 
and every day. You are a blessing to so 
many and I lo ve you very much. I h ave 
great faith in you. I kn ow you will have 
a great life. All these years you hat <• 
been growing and learning... and I 
know you have the ability within you to 
make the best of all your life. Cood 
luck and all my love. MawMaw 

Justin, it is so hard to believe that you 
are graduating; time has gone by so Ml 
quickly. We are all so very proud of 
you. We know you will do many good 
things with your life and we are 
looking forward to seeing you move 
into this next chapter of your life. 
All our love, 
Nanny and Uncle Bill 



Dearest Erika F aith-our Warrior Princess 
Speak the truth quietly and 
yourself; listen to others; 
achievements as well as 
with yourself. 
Your universe is unfolding 
whether or not it is clear to 
The world is a beautiful 
happy in it. 
We are so very proud of all you 
have been; of all you are; of all 
you will become. 
Love, 
Mom, Dad, and Kaitlin 



JftR 
Tyler St. Cyr 

* m -> •!  
A: •*•• -

Tyler, ™ gift v 
Congratulations on this important milestone! 
You've met every challenge that's come your 
way over your high school years head-on and 
have learned and grown from each. You're a 
great son and an amazing young man and we 
couldn't be more proud of your accomplishments 
and excited about your future! SHAPE High 
School and the greater community have been 
blessed by your leadership and 
your willingness to share 
your talents in so many 
ways! We love you! Nil 
llligitum Carborundum 
Mom and Dad 

Br 



"Brighter than the moon, moon, moon 
Its always been inside of you, you, you...And 
now it's time to let it through...Zach you're a 
firework—Come on show 'em what you're 
worth!" M 
-Katy Perry 

iommy Sonja, and "The Family" 



From 7th grade we watched you V 
grow into a beautiful Rose. \ 
S till cab't believe time passes so \ 
quickly Thank you for all the 
unforgettable memories Wherever your 
path takes you, we are sure the journey 
will be well lived. j#" 
Our prayerswill always be with you 
Congrats Briana 
From Ms Sandy, Saf, Sha and Ms Peggy 

t We love you!! 

Young woman, my daughter, ^3 
my joy and my heart. 
You've reached the end 
only to find a new start. 
The world sees the young woman 
with her charm and her smile, 
but behind the woman, 
I will always see the child 
Love always, 
Mom > Mfri >0! 

Briana. Shanice Stanley 

-

iV 
• • 30 

I'm proud of you 
and love you so 
much. You are 
more than I 
could wish for 
in a sister. I 
wish you the 
best in everything 
you do; I will always 
be here for the good and 
the bad no matter what. 
Congrats and I love 
you....Sasha, Treyveon 
and Miracle 



heart! 1 

Lindsay, 
Where has the time 
gone? You are grown 
up and ready to 
graduate. I'm not 
sure what we could 
possibly say other 
than that we love 
you, are so very proud 
of you, and when you ^8 

I leave this summer for school, 
we will feel the void. Your 
void: your beautiful smile, 
your unique sense of humor, 
you just b eing you, and even 
your messy room. We will 
miss ALL dearly. 
Lindsay, we keep people in our. 

I hearts because it's safe there 
and full of love ... always know 
you are in our hearts and 
surrounded by our love 
no matter where youi" / 
life takes you. 
With much, much 
love-
Mommy and Dad 

_ . V 
Lindsaaaaay! 
I c an't believe 
you are graduating 
and are going to be 
leaving for college 
soon. I'm going to miss you SO much! 
Matt and I c ouldn't ask for a better big 
sister to guide us. I'm so proud to call you 
my sister and I c an't wait to see the woman 
you become. You are my best friend in the 
whole wide world and I lo ve you with all my 
Your baby sister, 
Haley 

Lindsay-
I am very proud of you. I w ill 
miss you and you're an 
awesome sister! Have fun! I 
love you, 
Matt 



Eimitem T&tta 

Congratulations to the American High 
School Class of 2011! 
You are an amazing Son, Brother and a great 
person. 
We feel blessed to have you. 
Thank you for these years with you. 
We must have done something right to 
deserve you in our lives. 
Your family is proud of you and wishes you 
all the best for the future and good blessing. 
We love you! 
Mom, Dad, Anna, Jacob and Victoria 
Synku, jestem z Ciebie bardzo dumna! 
Alles Cute fiir die Zukunft! 

Rarely dreams come true. It was just a 
dream to see you again in "your" 
American school, living and studying at 
ease in such a different and great 
environment. Even acting and 
performing in an international theatre, 
having friends, speaking 
multiple languages. 
Elisabetta you are a 
dream come true. 
For us you are our 
own life, going on, 
always to higher degrees 
and achievements. With 
we have become immortal. 
And this is just a step. We 
really wish all your dreams 
come true, even those you 
can't think about now. 
With all our love, 
Mom and Dad 

Elisabetta, 
You are great!! 
Good Luck! 
Federico 

I love you very much. 



You're the best Brother 
anyone could ask for! 
Love your sister Reneesy 

baby cake face 

k .VfRD. Theft's nothing more I cay) s ay as a sister. Anything 
c/se would just distract from the beauty of those four letters which 

V\ describe you so p erfectly. Wow, rm impressed by my abilities 
• I as a writer. Whatpther kind of author can capture the true /Mfr 
Bel essence of your character. I'm right up there with J9 
® Hemingway. Wait, I forgot some literary elements. Nerd, Bl 

'J "> the rain. There, now it is perfect. Haha jk you are HP 
awesome Marcus and I am s o proud of you; but no matter WJ? < I 

* how great you become, or how famous, or how spectacular...! 
will always be tallehbuhahmaha love you :D 

Congratulations Marcus! I 
love you. Have a fun time! 
Love, Nicoleaner-beaner 

A mother couldn't 
have asked for a 
better son-You are 
AWESOME! May God Bless 
you and your future. 

' I l ove you... 
Momly 

Philosopher, artist, poet and 
writer...I'm extremely proud of the man 
you've become. This is your 
time...seize the moment. 
Love Dad 

Jake (aka Jakie-poo/Squab), 
You've had a very successful high school career! We are very 
proud of you and know that you will continue to do great things 
wherever you end up (especially with the engineering degree, 
haha!) It has been truly incredible watching you transform into the 
fine young man you have become; your maturity, thoughtfulness 
and motivation to succeed will carry you through any challenges 
you tackle in the future. We've enjoyed your sense of humor 

(Charlie, jake and the Zits cartoon will always be about 
you!) and unique take on life and will always treasure the 
memories we've had with you thus far, with many more to 
come. 
Love you 
Mom and Dad 



Maria, 
Congratulations on graduation! It 
really is amazing how far you've 
come...even if you've only finished 
jig-^ high school;) We're all so 

proud of.you-good luck 
and keep charging! 
Love, Albert 

" jfl P.S. Don't forget to 
2 open a ladybug:) 

nat 

I thank you for your sweet and 
smile, your grace and ease of 

your composure and your calm 
nature. Your focus, determination and 
discipline continually amaze and 
inspire all of us. 

From the content, happy baby 
once described as "a little sausaj, 
to the curious, thoughtful,laughingH 
UttlejgjH proclaiming herself "Meme", 
to the confident, adaptable, intelligent 

woman with an amazing desire to 
and understand, you have always, 

truly taken our breath away. 
You are our sunshine and we 

know you will always shine 
brightly! 
We love you and embrace 
you, 
Mom, Dad, Albert and David 

Are you a princess I said? And she said 
I'm much more than a princess but you 
don't have a name for it yet here on 
earth. B. Andreas 

Maria,. 
You have the potential for so much. 
An idea can change the 
world, and I'm sure 
you'll have many 
good ones. 
Love, Djve 

Man' s  mind, once 
stretched by a new 
idea, never regains 
its original dimensions. 

- Oliver Wendell Holmes, 

Well, wool 
that? 
- Neanderthal, upon 
discovering fire 



Congrats little man/fou are 
finished! Enjoy your success. 
Good luck in your next chapter. We 
know you will shine! 
Love you 
Ang and Dave 

Congratulations! 
Pride seems too weak of a word to 
adequately capture the great joy you 
have given us. From your very first 
moments you have been a source of 
wonder and extraordinary 
happiness. W hen you were little 
you proved very early that you 
would go your own way, and that 
whatever captured your attention 
you would throw yourself into it with 
ail your being. Trampoline, 
gymnastics, saxophone, dance, art 
or photography-it didn 't matter you 
would immerse yourself in it and 
make that activity your own. 
The numerous challenges you have 
faced, from moves across Canada, 
to moves around the globe, new 
schools to auditions for prestigious 
Art Schools, regional to national and 
international competitions in 
gymnastics and dance, making ne 
friends to embracing old ones. You 
have faced it all with your own 
unique charm and style. Style is 
something you have never lacked 
and you have always made your 
own. 
Now you are on the threshold of 
another great adventure. We are 
confident that you will excel and 
indeed thrive in your future 
endeavors and you will do it your 
way. Whatever school you find 
yourself in, we know that you will 
build on what you have 
accomplished and continue to 
pursue your dreams. 
From charming toddler, to engaging 
adolescent, to awe inspiring young 
man, sharing your journey has filled 
our hearts with love. We are your 
greatest fans. Congratulations on 
your graduation and remember we 
are always here for you. 
All our love 
Mom and Dad 

A.J. you are dynamic, athletic, 
motivating and inspiring. Watching 
you grow up has been a blast! I know 
that whatever you do it will be very 
cool and you will enjoy great success. 
Congratulations 
Love 
John 



You parted out life so / J 
si fragile at 4 pounds 5.3 j 
" ounces and so began all 
* the great events and accomplishments in my 

life. Together we grew on life's journey with 
our sights set on succeeding. We ventured 
but into this world knowing that Cod's grace 

Remember the words of our favorite poet, Maya 
Angelou—"Still I Rise" in times of doubt and you are a 

"Phenomena lit^)man"B 

Tierra, you have always set tift Pfie^xan&Je of how we 
are to mature and grow as young iadlBs. hiever in the midst 

of trouble or mess. You show eel us how to be mindful of 
everyone around us and their feelings. You taught us how to 
be ourselves no matter what was going on or where we were. 

We are proud of you, our perfect role model! 

nd mercy were sufficient to keep us and 
brovide no matter where we were led to go. 
Continue to keep God first, walk in his will 
for your life and know that success is in 
everything you touch! You are predestined 
for greatness and I expect nothing less of my 
precious gift. 
Congratulations T-T! 
From Mom, I love you. 

TmJrm • * 

We love you! 
Andrea, Simone, A'nya and Jade 

(4 little sisters) 

You are a beautiful reflection of Cod's love and 
we are so proud of you in all your we are so proud of you in all your 

Sa^%nfplishments. We will support you in all that 
you do no matter where life takes you. We love 
you! 
Dad, Grandma and Greg! 



Justin, 
There aren't enough words to describe 
how proud we are of you. You are such 
an incredible person~so strong, caring, 
loving, handsome and intelligent. There 
is nothing that you can't do! As you take 
this next journey, know that we will 
always be right by your side. Never let 
anything get in the way of your dreams-
they belong to you! We love you more 
than words. 
Always Mom, Daniel & Emma / 

Justin, 
I want you to know 
how proud of you I 
am for all you have 
achieved and for the 
wonderful young 
man you have 
become. Always, 
know how much I 
love you. 
Dad 

S Justin Davis 
MA i " 



Federica, im i HH| 
This is the first important goal achieved in your life, do not forget it. Daddy, Mummy and your sister Camilla are very proud of 
you. The time has gone very fast and we remember how it was yesterday when bahjjHeder\ca was moving the first steps in 
this world under our guidance and covered by all our attentions. Now you are a yourig laWi ready to move and manage your 
life by yourself. We hope that our mission is successfully fulfilled and you are happy for that. Sorry, if sometimes we and 
you were in disagreement and especially sp/ry from your Daddy, if i n some periods of your life I was absent due to 
my job. Anyway, you were strongly preseni^every day in my heart and mind. You v|iere in the good hands of your 
Mummy. At the end, each of you had learned something*positive or negative in livimffi&ther; we from you and 
you from us. You are the sun, sometimes the Storm in our fatmfy, but it is all right in this way. However, this is 
part of life's game, we believe that it makes the family much more united. Now your life and future are 
in your hands; we are looking forward for yo u. Fede, let us express to you all the be^mor a brilliant 
Mummy and Daddy will be present forever in youklifeUo sustain and to help you in afhieving your next 
study and life objectives. Again, all the best. EniowBmamazing moment and go ahead! 
Lots of Kisses, 
Daddy, Mummy and your little sister Camilla 

Congratulations on your High 
School graduation, Rebeca! 
May this be the beginning of many 
more similar accomplishments. 
I kn ow you can do it because you 
always have before. 
Build and follow your dreams. 
Mom loves you. 



1 
Ryan Valentine 

Codi, 
We are extremely proud of you Codi. 
Vou've had a drive and ambition in 
you since the day you were born. You 
have taken every situation life has 
thrown at you and made the outcome 
positive. You are an independent, 
determined and level headed woman. 
Vou are honest and direct, not that 
everyone always appreciates your 
direct honesty, but we certainly do. 
Don't ever change. It is exciting to 
see you begi n the next chapter in your 
'ife, I m sure you will meet every 
adventure and obstacle with the same 
^termination you have shown thru 

out your life. Love you baby. 
Love Mom and John 

The journey is almost over, but yours, my son, has just 
begun. As you finish up on this roller coaster of a ride, 
You will soon begin a new kind of ride. 

It's time for saying goodbye to old friends, to good times 
you've known... a time for packing away memories, 
Treasures for tomorrow. 

It's time for looking forward, a time to sell|teSSi8f5als, to 
dream new dreams, spread your wings and see what life 
holds. 



I love you and hope 
you do good in 
college. I will miss 
you sissy! 
Love 
Angelina 

You have been the best,and only big sister 
that I've ever had. You are so nice and you 
have told me what to do when thave a 
problem! You are so pretty In every way. I 
have been so blessed to have you all these 
years in my life. I cannot believe that you 
are eighteen! You have grown so much an 
do not want you to grow up any more! 
will always be my big crazy sister! 
1 m/a Love 
Alissa 

be such a beautiful, loving, confident and happy young lady, 
our heavenly Father gave us such a precious jewel. You have 

accomplished so much in just eighteen years of life. We couldn't have asked for 
a better example to your sisters. You exemplify all the ;n 

choose in life. May Cod continue to bless 

you always, 
and Dad 



Young woman, 
my daughter, 
my joy and my 
heart. You've reached 
the end only to find a new start. 
The world sees the young woman 
with her charm and her smile, 
but behind the woman, 
I will always see the child. 
Love, Mom and Dad 

On Graduation 
Very well done, latavia I 
You're special through & thr0-o... 
You've had success with flying colors, 
I'm so very proud of you 
You were once a helpless 
But, even then I knew, 
You had strength and 
determination, 
To always see you 
through 
Love 
Your Grandparents 

Congratulations, 
It seems like just yesterday we were bringing our 
little baby girl home from the hospital and now, 
here you are graduating from high school. I 
cannot find the words to express how proud 
we are of you. Watching you grow into a 
young lady has truly been a blessing. To see 
you cross that stage on graduation day will be 
one of the happiest days of our lives. We love 
you so much, always have and we always will. 
Love 
Mom & Dad 



We are pressed on every side by troubles but we are not 
crushed. We are perplexed but not driven to despair. We 
are hunterd down, but never abandoned by Cod. We get 
knocked down, but we are not destroyed. 

2 Corinthians 4:8-9 

Ellen our darling Boobah, 
You have grown and blossomed into an amazing young woman. 
Your strength and perseverance was evident early in your 
childhood. Who would have known the little girl with a lisp. 
fiery red wispy hair and with two fingers stuck in her mouth and 
one finger anchored up her nose would turn into such a driven, 

^strong woman. You are a tremendous witness that good leaders 
lead by example, with confidence and with love in 

•your whole heart I am honored to be your mother. May your 
strength carry you to great things in your life. 

You are amazing! Love Mommy 
Daddy loves you too! 



Senna Devi Somaratna 
(Calm GUieen, Precious Jewel) 

(AKAiOUeKY) 

The pen is in your hands, the 
rest is still unwritten. 

Beauty is fleeting, charm is vain but a woman 
that fea rs God is to be praised according to 
King Solomon. You have it all, as you are 
beautiful, charming and God fearing w hich is 
the basis of true wisdom. We love you and 
are proud of you and your accomplishments. 
We are confident that your future will be 
blessed because of the wisdom you have. 
/4s you step out into adulthood and 
graduation, don't let anything hold you back 
from your God given potential. If you make 
mistakes, learn from t hem, gain wisdom and 
keep stepping forward to a bright future. 
We named you Serina, for 
your wisdom and serenity. 
In German names, Serina 
is also a derivative of an 
armored battle maiden. 
May you have the 
courage to calmly stand 
up for what is right, 
challenge what is wrong 
and be the leader that you 
were born to become. 
To my 1st Born 
Thatha. 

You are an inspiration to all that know you. 
I am blessed to have you as a daughter. 
Your smile lights up a room. 
You are so cuddly. 
I kn ow you will succeed in whatever you do. 
Life will always have its challenges but I 
know that you have what it takes to 
overcome. Let the joy of the Lord be your 
strength. 
We are so proud of you. ' ' ^ 
Love, 
Mom c V 



Jason Tyler Moose 

Jason, 
You and I ha ve spent a lot of time together. I 
enjoyed little things like playing with our 
golden retrievers, swimming, watching History 
channel, Tarheel basketball games, and "Saving 
Private Ryan" almost every D-day. We have 
survived hundreds of miles backpacking 
together. Do you remember the fun we had 
with Cody atop Springer Mountain? One time 
when you were almost fourteen, just the two of 
us were preparing for a thirty mile hike, when I 
asked if y ou wanted to take your new 
MP3player to listen to music you said "no, let's 
just talk", that made me feel so good, I'll never 
forget. Jason, you have not only been a good 
son but a good friend. There could be no parent 
more proud of their son than I am of you. 
Continue to work hard and set your 
goals high. 
Love Always, 
Dad 

Dear Jason,It has been fun living 
with you. I'm going to miss you. 
Your brother,Cody 

Jason,I'm very proud tff you and all of your 
accomplishments!!! It has been a pure joy 
watching you grow up and become a young 
man. I r emember when I co uld hold you in 
one arm (my first child) and thinking how 
much God has blessed me with a wonderful 
baby boy. Now I loo k at you and think "WOW" 
18 years old and graduating High School. Time 
really DOES fly by. You have had such wonderful 
opportunities in your childhood and now on to exciting 
new ones in your adulthood. The experiences you had both 
good and bad are just the being of a pathway to your bright 
future. I will miss you so much once you are off to college but 
just know that I wi ll ALWAYS be here for you. Jason, keep up 
the good work and aim high in all that you do. 
I lo ve you so much!!! 
Mom i «ec . X 



m 
Trent <§iherio William Qastro 

You are graduating not only with 
academic accomplishment but having 
become a young man who is genuine, 
loving and caring to all who cross your 
path. You al ways have the ability to make 
people laugh and see the funny side of life; 
along with this trait you are uniquely 
talented. You are musical and creative; 
every sport you try, you excel at. 
American football, surfing, dodge ball, are 
just a few, while football (soccer) remains 
your passion. Your love of music is 
evident, illustrated by how many iPods 
you have owned. We will actually ijiiss the 
many nights of drumming beats flowing 
through the house; it will be so quiet when 
you are away at university. 
We are proud to have you as our son and 
know that you will succeed in life 
knowing we will always be there for you. 
We love you and support you in all that 
you do. 
Mum & Dad 



Cameron, 
When you were born your graduation 
day seemed so far away. Now, our 
adorable baby is a kind and wonderful 
young man. 
Growing up in Europe has been an 
amazing adventure full of great 

experiences. As you move on to 
111 the next chapter of your life may 
J JL your dreams become a reality. 

We are so proud of you. 
jfe Congratulations! 
& Love, 
V Mom, Dad, ; 

W Brandon, Tristan J&dRwBEfL 
r and Dawson gL 



Our Artgelikoula, 
Finally, you are 18 and ready to spread your wings and fly to the world. For us it 
seems it was just yesterday when we took you in our hands for the very first time; 
one of the most beautiful babies in the world. We used to call you "Lykaki", a 
very sweet sounding word in Greek, bearing the meaning of a 'wolf puppy'. But 
we could never imagine that you also held some of the wolf's special qualities... 

Independent~and able to survive and finally win, no matter what the difficulties are. 
You were a shy little girj when you went to school toy the first time; 
your teachers used to highlight how sensitive and polite you were, 
but determined and self-motivated at the same time, relaxed and 

with a great sense of humor. Really, how much of these 
Lqualities you really need to change clothes six times in 

minutes every morning before going to school?!?!? 
I hop e that this is not a prerequisite in university, but if 
is... there you go! You will be number one! We hope 
wish that life will be as generous to yo u as it has been to 
you and our family up to novc. So keep being motivated, 
look forward and welcome difficulties with a smile... 
life won't disappoint you. 
Mom and Dad 



If t here were ever a time to dare...to make a difference...to embark on 
something worth doing...IT IS NOW! Do it for something that tugs at 

\ your heart—worth your aspiration...is your dream. Make your days 
J count. Know that things worth doing seldom come easy and there-will 
/be times when you want to turn around, [tack it up, and call it quits. i 

Determination, persistence, and the right tools, YOU WILL DO GREAT / 
THINGS! Let instincts, intellect, and heart guide you. Trust and believe / 
in the incredible power^of the human mind...of doin^ something that | 

^ makes a difference—of working hard—of -laughing and hoping—of lasting I 
friends...of all the things that will cross yaurtpath. Next year, the start \ 
of something*hew brings the hope of something great. Anything is ' \ 
possible. There is only one you and you will pass this way but once. 
DO IT RIGHT!!! 

Wow! None of us can believe it is already time for your graduation. We know it Js 
cliche to say the time has flown by but really this moment has zoomed up on us. 
You've always lived your life with a strong sense of purpose, from the time you were 
three and politely commanded people on the proper way to play with your babies, to 
turning seventeen and deciding you want to use your talent with languages to save the 
world. Or at least bring a smile to people's faces when they see someone cares enough 
about their language to translate it with pizzazz. We've heard it both ways. As you 
graduate and head off to Arizona, we want to say we are beyond proud of the beautiful, 
intelligent, sassy, sweet young woman you have become. So we guess "wow" really 
isn't enough. What we really want to say is fantastico, super, amazing, awesome, 
stupendous, irtcroyablel We love you Molls 
Love your family 

Gregg, 
Young man, our son, our joy, 
and our heart. You've reached 
the end only to find a new start. 
The world sees the young man 
with his charm and his smile, but 
behind the man, we will always 
see the child. 
Love and cherish you always, 
Mom and Dad 

Christopher, 
With that sense of adventure, we knew you 
would take the opportunity to live in 
Europe. You took a huge risk and thrived. 

You have given us two years of 
constant laughter, smiles, and 

love. We love you very much. 
You know where home is... 

Aunt Sam and Uncle Joe 
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SHAPE 
o ZOOM IN 

Details you can't 
miss 

Hiden forest all around 
the entire base. 

Stone mailbox 

Sunsets after a sunny 
day 

Weather 

Most of Belgium is 
subjected to a 
temperate climate but 
rainfall and snowfalls 
are also frequent. The 
average daily 
temperatures range 
between 4 degrees in 
winter and 22 degrees 
in the summer. 

SHAPE Middle School/High School is a DODDS school for 
grades 7-12 located near the city of Mons, Belgium. It was 
established in 1967 when SHAPE moved from Paris to 
Mons. SHAPE HS/MS adheres to a typical United States 
curricular and extracurricular program. 



BELGIUM 

uilt for the World Fair in Brussels in 1958, the ATOMIUM is nowadays the most popular tourist attaction and the symbol of Europe, 
ocated at the foot of the Atomium, MINI-EUROPE is the only park where you can have a whitlestop tour around Europe in a few short 
ours. A truly unique voyage ! Once every two years, the Grand Place, a central market in Brussles, Belgium becomes one of the largest 
'ower gardens in the world. The FLOWER CARPET OF THE GRAND PLACE has a different model every time and it's made out of 

r°ug |y 700,000 begonias. CANAL DE GANTE offers a water route through the beautiful city of Ghent. 

Country 

Coin 

o ZOOM INI 

Belgium, officially the Kingdom 
of Belgium, is a founding 
member of the European Union 
and hosts the EU's 
headquarters, as well as those 
of several other major 
international organizations 
such as NATO.[ 

On the slopes of a small hill lies the city of Mons, the capital of the Belgian 
province of Hainaut. Mons offers all the splendors and historical richness 
that so typifies most of the cities in Belgium. 

Most important festival: Doudou 

Every year on Trinity Sunday all the people of 
Mons witness the traditional and annual Car d'or 
procession. On the same day as the Car d'or 
procession, the famous 'Lumepon' battle takes 
place in Mons. The battle is based on the story 
of Saint George slaying the dragon. 
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Party People 

% 

w .  

The I.C. club has been known to have 
seen some pretty wild parties, from 
carnivals to themed parties~you name it. 
Generally organized by the Spanish, 
Greeks, Belgians, and Germans, the 
parties have been a great source of fun 
while creating some lasting memories. 



FASHION 

It's not that easy to answer the question, "What is 
fashion?" because it means different things to 
different people. Fashion is an art. It's a religion. It's 
a job. It's a peek into a personality. It's playfulness. 
It's an escape or a disguise. It is a feast for the eyes. 
But ultimately, fashion is an individual statement of 
expression for each of us. Federica Memola 

(American Section) 

From left to right: Laura Lodeiro, Zachary Prize, Elena Martinez-Esparza, AJ Weir, Elena Fabra and Damien Ranger. 
(American Section) 

Ellen Primdahl Paris and Edite Oliwia Fryc 
merican Section) (American Section) (American Section) 

O ZOOM IN 

In a few words, fashion is not 
based on styles, but tendencies. 
Details, accessories, and ways to 
wear the same thing is what makes 
people unique at our school. 

Accessories: jewelry, 
purses, rings, sunglasses, 
shoes, and piercings 

Martina Mosconi 
(Belgian Section) 

Salvatore Pascape and Christina Athanasopoulou (Belgian Section) Selena Suparman v , 



Trios & Tours 

m -£fS: 

Lloret De Mar 
SPAIN 





Mr.Blasio 
Recognition for 43 seasons coaching 

Blasio is the exact portrait of 
experience, leadership, kindness, 
and success. He is the spirit of the 
soccer team and the reason why 
we play. His effort and dedication 

led the team to win many 
championships. We are proud of 

Tony, Mr. Blasien, Blasio... 
The Boss. 

k k k k k 

Last ten years: 
Europeans First 

Place 

2002 Division 2 
2003 Division 2 
2006 Division 2 
2008 Division 2 
2009 Division 2 
2010 Division 1 

Kristian Harsanji : 
Co-Captain 2011 

When someone says "SHAPE 
Soccer Team" first thing that 

you would think about would be 
Coach Blasio, because without 
him our team would never be 
strong enough to win all the 

trophies. 

What is the SHAPE International High School Soccer Team? It's with no doubt one of 
the best products of SHAPE and what SHAPE stands for; athletes playing together with 
the same shirt, fighting for the same colors no matter which Country they're from, their 
religion or race. It is something that cannot be put in words, it's a feeling you have to live 
and experience inside your heart: it's SHAPE. This team gave us all memories that last 
lifetime and cannot be deleted with age. We remember rushing home or to the gym to 
change for practice right after school, the never-ending road trips, Tony's speeches at 
half-time (especially if we were losing), Tony "threatening" that this season was going to 
be his last one coaching, Leila's amazing sandwiches... It is impossible to describe how 
much this team has positively influenced our lives. How to summarize 43 years of this 
soccer team, 43 different squads, hundreds of players, and only one coach: Yes: since 
the first SHAPE International High School Soccer Team which played in the fall of '67, 
this team has only had one coach: Tony Blasio. The spirit that he's been able to give to 
this team is unique: a spirit of international brotherhood full of strong, genuine beliefs and 
traditions that the players carried over the past 43 seasons. 2009 was supposed to be his 
last season coaching, concluded with another Division 2 European Title; but then SHAPE 
was given the opportunity to play in Division 1 with the big American high schools and 
other International schools: a league of a very high prestige in which SHAPE belong. How 
could he not coach one more year? 3 months after the first practice of the 2010 soccer 
season, after hours spent on the road and on the pitches... well, here's the result: the 
most valuable trophy this team has ever won: Division 1 Champions. Could Tony find a 
better way to end his coaching career? The new generations should know the values and 
the history of this team, to let them realize how lucky they are to have the chance to be 
part of the SHAPE International High School Soccer Team and be part of our Dynasty. 

-Words by Marco Fumagalli 

Mr. Anthony Blasio 

First time in Division I 
As it is seen in the picture, 
students from countries like USA, 
Spain, Greece, Belgium, Denmark, 
Argentina, Italy, Portugal, Croatia 
and Colombia celebrated their 
vistory after the last game. 
The diversity united was one of the 
factors that lead them to win first 
place at Europeans last year. 
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